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Introduction The topic of Dr. Leslie's role in the history of graphic design was

mentioned by Professor R. Roger Remington in the Spring ofmy

first year at RIT. I had read briefmentions about Dr. Leslie in

both Nine Pioneers ofGraphicDesign and GraphicDesign InAmerica

and felt this was an interesting topic that deserved more atten

tion. The ultimate decision to research and write about Dr. Robert

L. Leslie came about due to my interest in both design history

and the field of printing. I had been introduced to the history of

printing in David Pankow's class, "History of the
Book,"

and

wanted a chance to forge a link between this discipline andmy

own. Dr. Leslie had ties through his role as mentor to graphic

designers and ties to printing through his diligent efforts as an

educator in that field. Researching his Me and contributions

seemed to be a strong bridge between the two disciplines.

Purpose The purpose of this thesis is to inform the design field, particu

larly design students and historians, about the contributions

made by Dr. Leslie through his work as publisher of PM. andA-D

magazines and as curator of the A-D Gallery. While Dr. Leslie is

known in printing circles and by those involved in printing his

tory, he and his work are rarelymentioned in graphic design

history references.



PrOCeSS Once a topic had been decided upon, it was important to narrow

the scope. Dr. Leslie was an important figure in the world of print

ing and typography formany years. Iwanted tomake sure that

the point ofviewwas specifically from graphic design. Although

not a graphic designer himself, Dr. Leslie, had a discriminating eye

for talent and this is partlywhy hewas so important. His eye and

philanthropic heart helped start and continue the careers ofmany

emigre and young artists. This was the connection I felt needed to

be focused on. Dr. Leslie lived 102 years and had a full and busy

life. To keep things simple, I centered the attention ofmy research

on the years between 1927,when the Composing Room was started,

and 1942, whenA-D magazine ceased publication.

After the topic had been narrowed down to a manageable size I

spentmuch of the first ten weeks creating a detailed project plan

and timeline for carrying out the research and development of the

project, (see Appendix U

During the project planning stage, itwas decided that the final

application of the research would be an interactivemedia resource.

As myminor/elective path of studywas computer design and

interactive media, this was very appropriate. Itwas also important

to have the ability to combine database information and images as

well as sound and video clips.

The rest of the project planning consisted of dividing the project

intomanageable segments, defining objectives and strategies for

obtaining those objectives. I also developed a detailed timeline for

implementing those objectives.



Research During the project planning phase I began my research into Dr.

Leslie's life. I started by reviewing a variety of articles and clip

pings kept in a vertical file by David Pankow of theMelbert B.

Caryjr. GraphicArts Collection. No books have been written about

Dr. Leslie's Me so all my reference material came from periodical

articles, obituaries and personal interviews.While reviewing

these articles I discovered that in December 1960 an entire issue of

Printing News had been dedicated to Dr. Leslie on the occasion of

his 75th birthday. The RIT library no longer carried issues of

Printing News so I attempted to have it interlibrary loaned. I did

not know the specific issue, only that it was one of three from the

month ofDecember 1960. 1 found the run ofmagazines in the

New York Public Library but was told a whole issue could not be

loaned. It was much later in the research process before I was

able to have a friend go to the library and photocopy the issue I

needed. By this time mymain researchwas finished and I was in

the application development phase of the project.

From the clippings and obituaries I created a detailed timeline of

Dr. Leslie's Me, with particular emphasis on his activities

between 1927 and 1942. (see Appendix 2)

During my research in the vertical file I discovered that a
four-

hour interview with Dr. Leslie had been conducted at RIT by

Professor Herbert Johnson. This had been done in 1981 and was

somewhere on campus. After some searcWng, it was found in the

Media Resource TV Center on
3/4"

tape. I had to dub the tape

onto VHS before I couldwatch it. Once dubbed over, I watched it

and took notes Csee Appendix 3). Of four hours of tape only about

one hourwas relevant to my research. The most important aspect

of having the videotape was in having a first-hand account byDr.

Leslie of the events Iwas researching.



During the quarter break I interviewed the designer Hans J.

Barschel. A retired professor from RIT, he was an early contributor

to both PM magazine and the A-D Gallery. He recounted forme

memories of Dr. Leslie, New York in the 1930s and 1940s and the

journal PM. This was extremely important as many of the people

involved are now dead (see Appendix 3).

TheMagazines The next step of research was to create a list of relevant database

categories for the journal descriptions, (see Appendix 4)

I wanted to have a detailed account of each of the 67 issues of PM

andA-D magazine. Once the categories were developed I began to

do preliminary layouts in Filemaker Pro. I chose Filemaker Pro

because it was a database program and can be set up easily. Once

the informationwas entered it could be imported into HyperCard.

After the database was set up I printed out several copies to use in

the Cary Collection. The entire run of PM. andA-D is kept there

and can not be checked out so I needed to make my notes and

entries on-site. The blank forms were easy to use and assured

that the information was entered into the right place.

I then spent time reviewing each issue. I detailed the contents,

listed all the advertisements as well as all the artists who con

tributed, the cover artists, amount of pages and any special

processes involved. I discovered after the first few issues that

some categories were unnecessary and others needed to be added

(see Appendix 4).

After reviewing all the issues I had a hand written data card for

each. The hand written information was then entered by my

mother and myself into the Filemaker Pro database.

From this information, as well as from printed lists in the issues



themselves, I was able to create a list of contributing artists and

designers for the entire run (see Appendix 5).

The Artists and

Designers

Once I had a list of artists, I needed to write a short biography for

each. I wanted to be able to link information from the data cards

to biographical information about contributors or feature artists.

Several of the artists are now verywell known and a lot of infor

mation is available. For about a dozen of them I used biographies

that I had written last year for the Graphic Design Archive here

at RIT. Other artists are not as well known. I collected biographi

cal information from several indexes, the The Newyark. limes

Obituaries Index and from the PM magazines. There were some

artists forwhom I could find no information. A handful of artists

were represented by small art galleries and I wrote to these to

obtain biographical information. I received responses from three

of the five galleries.

Once the artists list was compiled and the biographies written I

reviewed the list and made a note of all the artists who were still

alive, according to the information that I had gathered.

There was a chance that, like Mr. Barschel, some of these artists

were still living. I explored the PhoneDisc CD - ROM (Winter 1994-

edition) in the library as well as the ATGAMembershipDirectory. I

was able to come up with a few addresses and I developed a ques

tionnaire that I sent to these artists (see Appendix 7). I hadmixed

results with this process. Designers Gene Federico and Alex

Steinweiss were very helpful and elaborated on my questions.

Paul Rand gave simple yes and no answers providingme with

no useful information. Other letters were returned by relatives

saying that the artist was dead and still others went
unan-



swered. I believe that there are probablymore artists still alive

out there but time did not allow me to explore this further. The

information that I did get helped to fill in some of the gaps and

added depth to what I already had (see Appendix 7).

After I had this information Iwent back to the library andwent

through each of the magazines again to fill out any biographical

information on obscure artists and to see if I hadmissed any names.

While reviewing the magazines again, I realized that a large part

of the project revolved around the work of these artists and in

order to show their importance I should show theirwork. In

order to do this I would need images of important spreads and

covers integrated into my project.

The Images Once I decided I wanted images I approached David Pankow and

Professor Remington with the idea of having slides made of these

spreads. I went through the issues again and selected the sections

and covers to be photographed. I made selections of both major

and less well known artists to show the breadth of Dr. Leslie's eye

for talent. The final total was 267 images, with spreads being shot

as spreads. Because the magazines are fragile and can not be

taken out of the library I had to hand-carry the issues down to

theMedia Resource Center photo studio. The issues were taken

down in two batches and I supervised the photography, Care had

to be taken not to crack the bindings of the issues. I also wanted

to have selective detail shots done. Once the slides were processed

I reviewed them against the issues and labeled them with the

dates and artists. I then put them in chronological order and took

them to a local photo processor to be put on Kodak Photo CD.

Photo CDs can only hold 100 images so I divided the slides into
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three groups, being careful not to spM up any issue between two

disks. Photo CD offered and inexpensive solution for digitizing

the slides. I needed the options of several different resolutions

and sizes of each image and the Photo CD met this need. Once I

had the finished Photo CDs the images could easily be imported

into myHyperCard stacks. For the most part, the images translat

ed faithfully. The Photo CD was two steps away from the original

so there was a bit of a color shift. Keeping color true would be

near impossible as colorwill appear different on everymonitor

the images are viewed on.

The Gallery

Activities

Besides the magazines, another important area to be investigated

was the activity and exhibit schedule of the A-D Gallery. I discov

ered that many of the features were accompanied by exhibits.

Professor Remington had in his possession several exhibit

announcements and keepsakes. These were lent to me for inspec

tion, scanning and research. I began to compile a timeline track

ing the activity of the gallery. The "PM /A-D
Shorts"

feature in

the magazine also listed some of the exhibits (see Appendix 2).

While reviewing the magazines I noticed that the editors

reviewed the first few issues of Printmagazine. On a hunch I

thought that if PM reviewed Print, Printmight mention PM. This

hunch paid off. The "Calendar /
Happenings"

area of Printmaga

zine often listed exhibit announcements. Print also devoted a cou

ple of special features to A-D Gallery exhibits. This allowed me to

fill out the timeline. I also discovered ads for the Composing

Room and a special advertisement seMng limited edition book

pages to benefit refugee artists. Something Dr. Leslie is especially

remembered for is aiding refugees monetarily (see Appendix 8).
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The

Composing

Room

The Composing Room sponsored the activities of PM magazine

and the A-D Gallery. It also used its contacts with the artists to

promote itself. I found samples in the form of a promotional

booklet and a gallery exhibit keepsake in a catalog for a book

seller dealing in ephemera. I purchased these as theywere differ

ent than anything I had seen up to that point.

The

Application:

Creating The

Interface

I chose HyperCard 2.2 for the interface software because of its

ability to handle complex database information. The new version,

2.2, made it easier to add color and pictorial information than

earlier versions.

The first step in the interface was to create a graphic representa

tion of the entire system. I had begun to develop tMs while work

ing on my research. It was my intent for the projectwas to be a

non-linear resource. The user had to be able to access the same

information from a variety of different areas.

My first inclinationwas to represent the different parts on aweb

like structure. This turned out to be an impractical^graphic repre

sentation as each item did not directly link to its neighbor. The

final format consisted of a central axis line representing The

Composing Room and arms branching off this central axis to rep

resent each of the different lines of information (see Appendix 9).

Each item on the system map represents an active spot or button.

Clicking on the button will take the user to that section of the

resource, either another stack or another card in the main stack.

The function of the map was modeled after a system map design

developed by the firm Design Interactive.When the user first

comes to the map card there are no labels for specific areas just

the general categories. Each category is indicatedwith a large
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round bullet. These bullets began as squares but evolved to be

circles once I selected and placed the large context background

image. As the user passes the cursor over the map different

names pop up allowing the user to click and access that section.

The Stacks:

The Biography

Stack

The first full stack that I put togetherwas the biography stack. The

layout developed for this stack became the template for all the other

stacks in the project. The goal of this stackwas for each artist to have

a separate card I intended for a sample illustration of the artistswork

to also be on the card. In addition, I included the birth and death

dates, as well as a listing of issues of PM orA-D inwhich the artist

was included These dates are active links to their corresponding issue

data card Later on I added the option of also going to the corre

sponding issue images. The field is scripted sowhen a user clicks

on the issue line, a dialog gives the user a choice of going to the

data cards or the images.

Originally I had intended to find asmany samples of each artist's

work to include on the biography card After discussing thiswith

Barbara Polowy, I decided that the only images to be included should

only come from PM andA-D. Thismeant that for some artist'swork I

needed tomake photocopies of line art. Other artists would not have

samples at all especially if theyworked behind the scenes doing gen

eral layout for advertisement andprinting stories. The slides I had

made did not include every artist's work. The works included on the

Photo CDs were each brought into Adobe Photoshop, cropped and

rotated as needed and embedded into the stack as a PICT resource. I

had several issues of PM andA-D at home and scanned any artist's

work included in these issues. The scanner I usedwas aUMAXX 840

flatbed scanner. Other images were scanned from the photocopies.
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Color and

Type style

During the development of the biography stack I chose the colors

for the interface. All the type is black because of the hmitations of

HyperCard. The main body of each card is pale yellow. Because

there is so much text, I felt yellow was easier on the eye than

white yet still allowed enough contrast for the type to be read. A

bar for buttons was placed along the bottom of the screen.

During the course of designing the interface this bar went from

approximately
3/4"

wide to
1/4"

wide. My original grid design

was based on a progressive interval system. This affected the

placement of rules, buttons and text fields. Eventually the bottom

bar digressed from the grid to accommodate more buttons. In

addition the progressive button system looked out of place when

a short word appeared on a long button. The final button size

was determined by dividing the screen into six equal parts. The

button color chosenwas a slight gray turquoise to contrast with

the yellow background.

The Data Cards The layout of the data cards was difficult to develop and went

through several phases. There were several levels of information

to consider. Standard bibliographic information such as volume

numbers, issue numbers and page numbers needed to have an

area of its own. Information such as the date entered andwho

entered it needed to be in a space of lesser emphasis. The labels

describing each field needed to be in a location that related to it's

corresponding iMormation. These labels moved from the bottom

of each field to the left of each field through the design process.

The labels also had to look different than the data yet still be legi

ble. A smaller point size was used, but a bold weight was chosen
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to further differentiate it from the changing descriptive text. A

critical factor involved the appearance on screen. Printing out

proofs was not always helpful since text that looked good in small

point sizes in a printout was illegible on screen.

Type face was another decision that went through severalmani

festations. Originally I wanted the body copy to be Univers regu

lar and the headings Univers bold. Univers kerns nicely on

screen and is more legible than other fonts. I ran into problems

moving my project from one computer to another when demon

stratingmy progress. Lack of the correct font on the host com

puter caused such problems as font shifts or even font substitu

tions. Fonts can be embedded into HyperCard stacks to avoid this

problem, but my scripting skills are not advanced enough to do

this. The solutionwas to convert all the text to Helvetica. Any

instances of paint text were not affected by font conflict prob

lems andwere left in the Univers. After testingwith users I

decided to change the body copy to Palatino, which is easier to

read on screen. In all the introduction paragraphs I also

increased the leading from 14 pt. to 18 pt.

I worked closelywith Professor Meader on the layout of the data

cards. The main goal was to simplify the graptac look and create

a visual and logical hierarchy of information. In addition, I had

help from Barbara Polowy on refining the language of the cate

gories andmaintaining correct bibliographic standards.

Once the layout was refined and field identifiers corrected, I

attempted to import the information from Filemaker Pro into

HyperCard. I first created an export text file from Filemaker,

selecting only the categories I would actually need for the final

cards. This export file was brought intoMicrosoft Word. InWord

I added a bullet delimiter to separate each issue's information
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from that of others. In HyperCard I wrote a script to transfer the

information and create a new card each time it hit a delimiter.

This script did not work. I consultedwith Professor Gordon

Goodman of the IMormation Technology Department and we

concluded the text file was too large for HyperCard to read. I

broke the file up into smaller sections and the script still did not

work. I then decided to copy and paste the information into the

correct fields. This was a round about way to do it but itworked

(see Appendix 4).

The next step was to write scripts for the fields to link them to the

other stacks. All linked fields appear on the right of the card and

consist of artist's names. The issue date is also a linked field and

takes the user to the images stack. The name fields link to the

corresponding biography cards. The visual cue for this was Hel

vetica bold type in the midst of Palatino. This active text is often

called hot text. Most of the hot text also has a dotted rule under

it, which HyperCard uses to recognize active groupings of text.

The introduction to the data cards gives a brief account of the devel

opment of the magazines and the variety of artists involved.

In addition to having the ability to move in a linear fashion,

there are two ways to find specific issues. The first button lets the

user enter a specific issue number and volume number and then

goes to the data card for that issue. The second button brings up a

list of all the issues by date . The user can select the specific issue

from the list and go to the corresponding card.

This stack was also scripted to be dynamic in terms of presenting

information.While I developed a specific set of categories for the

data, not every issue had information for every category. The

cards are scripted in such a way so that if a specific category field

is empty then the corresponding field label disappears from the
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card. If the field has information then the label appears (see

Appendix 4).

At this point I had two stacks that were almost complete . These

twowere the largest and all the others would revolve around

them. From here I began development of all the other parts.

The Timeline Two timelines, Dr. Leslie'sMe and the PM /A-D Gallery informa

tion, were combined together. I also included important dates

when relevant artists were featured in the magazines. I combined

this time line iMormation with events from the designworld and

social and political world. I wanted the user to have a sense of

context of Dr. Leslie's activities within the world.

The timeline card was divided into four columns - World Events,

Date, Design Events and Dr. Leslie Life and Career. Each column

was set up as a scroMng field. I used the paint tools to hide the

rules showing the edges of the fields as well as the scrolling bar

and arrows. I created new arrows for the scroll feature and

scripted them so that all four fields wouid scroll simultaneously.

Once tMs was set up and worked, I created another set of scroll

buttons to move through the fields quickly. The first set, which is

slow, only scrolls up and down one line at a time. The second set

scrolls ten lines at a time. Then I decided to move the Dr. Leslie

events to the far left and sequence the rest of the information as

follows: date, design events and finally world events (see

Appendix 9).

WitMn the Dr. Leslie column, artist's names were made into hot

text to take the user to their corresponding biography card. The

timeline card was originally a stack of its own but once I decided

that there would be a central stack to navigate from, I included
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the timeline in that stack. It is accessible from three places on the

navigation map. There is a Timeline button in the PM magazine

line, in the Dr. Leslie Life line and in the PM /A-D Gallery line.

These buttons all access the same timeline card.

The Central

Navigation

Stack

The first step to developing the main stack was decidingwhat

cards would go into it. The key cardwas to be the map card.

Another important cardwas the timeline card. Another card I

intended to include was the New York City map showing the two

locations of the Composing Room, Inc. and the dates of those

locations (see Appendix 9).

Since this was becoming a reference stack, I decided to include

general reference material here also. I created a bibliography

card, a credits card, a help card, a glossary card and an acknowl

edgments card. I also created the title card and a short history

introducing the user to the project.

The title card was created using Adobe Photoshop. The back

ground image was a 1933 image of Times Square, New York. I

then chose a signature cover of PM magazine by Lester Beall and

a cover ofA-D by Alexander Steinweiss. I placed each of these

into the Photoshop document and adjusted the floating and

underlying controls in the composite controls dialog box until the

background color disappeared. I also adjusted the opacity slight

ly. Next I added an image of the Composing Room, from a book

by Percy Seitlin (co-editor of PM magazine) and photographed

byVictor Laredo.

This was placed in the lower left corner of the image and the

opacity adjusted until the image ofNew York could be seen

through the lighter areas. I then added a 1937 image ofDr. Leslie
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directly in the upper center of the montage. The image was

flipped horizontally keeping Ms gaze towards the users eyes. The

title text was added according to the standard developed in the

biography stack. I put a ClickHere button in the red bars of the

Beall PM caver but later moved it down to follow the standard

developed with the button bar. I put a script in the card itself to

go to the next card on a mouse click. I did tMs in case the user

didn't click exactly in the button. There is no blue bar along the

bottom of this card and the button is integrated in a way that

maymake it harder to hit for some users (see Appendix 9).

To direct the flow of the user, the user moves from theMle card

to the first card containing short Mstory. TMs iMormationwas

originally contamed on two cards but after increasing the lead

ing standard it was spread out over three cards.

From the first card ofMstory the user can oMy go forward. On

the second card the user can go forward or go back to the first

card of history. Once on the third card, the user can go back and

reread theMstory, go to the map card or choose next card. To

direct the flow of the user, the NextCard button also goes to the

map. On the map the short Mstory sequence is accessed by the

ShortHistory button along the Composing Room central axis line.

On the map card the NextCard button disappears. At this point

the stack is no longer linear and the rest of the cards can oMy be

accessed by using the map. From the other cards M the stack the

user must return to the map to go somewhere new. AMap button

is on every card in the project, as is aQuit button. Onmost cards

there is also aHelp button.
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The Help Card In most cases the Help button accesses the Help cardM the cen

tral stack. In a few cases the Help button actually accesses on
-

card help and opens aMdden field explainingwhat to do or

what something is, like hot text. The Help card is very simple. On

the left side there are icons and a sample of hot text. On the right

side there are small paragraphs of text defining each icon and

explaiMng how hot textworks. The button bar has map access as

well as a Go Back button that will take the user back to the loca

tion they came from. The illusion is that the help card is in the

stack being browsed (see Appendix 9).

The

Bibliography

Card

The bibliography cardwas also put into the main stack. I kept a

running bibliography in Filemaker Pro as my research pro

gressed. I copied tMs iMormation and pasted it into the

HyperCard field on the bibliography card. I then printed it all out

and had it proofed by Barbara Polowy. I had been using the Kate

Turabian book as the standard, but there were some errors in my

format. There were also occasions where my sources didn't have

sample formats m the Turabian book. Ms. Polowy corrected the

text based on the ChicagoManual ofStyle (14th ed.) format. I made

the changes and used the format as a guide for new additions

(see Appendix 9).

The Other

Cards

The glossary card contained glossary iMormation developed dur

ing the project planMng phase. The credits card gives credit for

each of the photos used and their source as well as credits for the

videotape clips. The acknowledgments card thanks those people

whowere helpful in the completion of this project.
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The Quotes

About Stack

During my research, I collected interesting quotes about Dr.

Leslie. I put these quotes Mto a stackwith each quote having a card

to itself. I used 18 pt. Palatino Italic for the quote and 12 pt. Palatino

Italic for the credit.

The commentwas made tome that the quoteswere very bland by

themselves. I had collected several copies of photos ofDr. Leslie and

I wanted to combme thesewith the quotesM some way. I thought

that dissolving a quoteMto an taiage and back to a quote might be

an effective treatment for the iMormation, but HyperCard 2.2 was

givMg me some problemswith the visual effects. The color tools

have their own effects that seemed to conflictwith the built-M

effects ofHyperCard. Itwas not until much later that I found I coMd

use effects if I allottedmore than 10 mb ofRAM to the stack. At the

time the conflict created a dilemma of how to combme the quotes

and images without the use of dissolves.

I decided that Iwould take the quotes and images and combine

them usmgMacromMd Director. I knew that once I had a stack

composed I could save it as QMcktime movie and call it upM

HyperCard.

My first experience putting this stack togetherwas usmg the

Overview feature ofMacromMd. I put the stack together easily and

quickly. I then discovered that an overview stack cannot be saved to

QMcktimeMovie format. After consultingwith a programmer and

theMacromMdmanuals, I learned the properway of placmg spe

cial effectsM the score mode.

I brought each quote and imagemtoMacromMd as separate cast

members. Each cast member was given its own cellM the same

channel. I divided the bottom of the screenMto six equal parts for

the buttons. The buttons and textM the buttonswere given
then-

own channel.
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The stack functions like an automatic slide show and opens with

a photo and then dissolves to the first quote.

In the effects channel I selected dissolve as the effect and gave it a

one second time for completion. Once the photo is dissolved to a

quote, the quote cell pauses for four seconds, allowing the reader

time to read the quote. Longer quotes pause for six seconds. The

buttons along the bottom appear on every card except for the

Start button. This button disappears once the viewer gets to the

second cell. Once the user clicks on Start the stack plays itself.

There are other buttons allowing the user to pause the slide

show. There are also Next and Previous Frame buttons allowing

the user to control the stack. The Return toMap button exits the

self-containedMacromind player and returns to the HyperCard

map.

Once theMacromind slide show was put together, I selected the

Macromind player option to create a self playing option that

installs a small driver into theMe allowing the slide show to be

played on machMes withoutMacromind installed.

The map connection in the HyperCard stack and the Return to

Map button allow a seamless transition from HyperCard to the

slide show and back.

The images collected for the slide show came from a variety of

sources. I scanned tMee of the images from PM andA-D maga-

zmes. One image was scanned from an issue of Printing News. The

rest, which date from the mid to late 1960s, were from a collec

tion of photos given to Professor Johnson by Dr. Leslie. These

images were taken at the Composing Room sponsored Heritage of

the GrapMc Arts LecMres by photographer Lisle SteMer. I spent

several hours reviewing a large stack of envelopes filled with

photos and selected ones of Dr. Leslie with important peopleM the
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grapMc arts busMess. I tried to select images showMg Dr. Leslie M

a variety of siMations.

The final image for the slide show was a drawing done for the

Goudy Awards keepsake, when Dr. Leslie was presented with that

award in 1973 (see Appendix 6).

The slide show can be accessed by both the Slide Show button

and the QuotesAbout button on the Dr. Leslie Mae of the map (see

Appendix 9).

The

Promotions

Stack

The Promotions stack is accessed by the Promotions button along

the Composing Room axis line of the map.

The promotions stack shows examples of promotional pieces pro

duced by the Composing Room to promote itself. The first of these

pieces, The Composing Room Primer, gives a quick lessonM typog

raphy and typograpMc defiMtions to their clients. I included all

spreads of tMs piece and the coverM the stack. The second piece

is a Christmas card sent to clients.

The pages were scannedmdividually and brought into Photoshop

to create spreads. I also did any retoucMng and sharpening

required. The images were broughtMto the stackwith the

AddColor XCMD, usmg the Color Tools stack. The layout of each

card was modeled after the other stacks. The stacks contaiMng

visual examples vary slightly from the biography and data card

stacks. Because most of the images were shot with a black border

I made the card background black. TMs allows the image to pop

off the screen. The button bar at the bottom of the card remaMs

blue. Awide bar bleeds off the top of the card and contains the

descriptive text.

The first card of each promotional piece has a description and
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date of that piece. If applicable, I also listed the artist.

The first card was usually the cover. The subsequent spreads do

not have the yellow bar or any text. There is a short introduction

card to tMs stack with a small amount of text describMg the

types of pieces contained in the stack, (see appendix 9)

The Invitations

Stack

TheMvitations stack is accessed through the PM / A-D Gallery

line. TMs stack is modeled after the look of the Promotions stack.

I scanned each gallery invitation and keepsake. In some cases the

open pieces were larger than the scanner flatbed. I scanned

these as individual pages and put each spread together in Adobe

Photoshop.

I imported the images Mto HyperCard usMg the Color Tools stack

AddColor XCMD. The sequence of each keepsake is M order by date

from the earliest, the Advance Guard ofAdvertismg Artists: 1942, to

the latest, the 1961 exMbit by George Salter.

The first card of each keepsake sequence describes the title of the

exhibit, the exhibiting artists and the date (see Appendix
9). In

some instances an artist's name is active hot text thatwM take

the user to the corresponding biography card.Navigation

through the stack is by usmg the NextCard button.
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PM/A-D

Images

The largest stack is the images stack. TMs stack features the

slides shot from the magazines. TMs particMar stack gave me the

most difficulty, from a programming aspect.

The first manifestation of tMs stack had all the images placed by

date with the first 77 images resourcedMto the stack. M

HyperCard, PICT ffles, icons and fonts can be programmed into

the stack as internal resources. I had intended to resource all the

images but the color tools stack oMy allowed 77 to be embedded

into the stack. The other two hundred were placed into the stack

using the Color Tools stack AddColor XCMD.

Each sequence of spreads begins with a description block, as in

the other two stacks with images. The text gives the date of publi

cation, the artist responsible, and in some cases, a short descrip

tive sentence.

The user can navigate from the data cards to the images through

the date field. They can return to the data card by clickMg on the

date in the image card. The user can also access the biography

cards by clicking the designated
artists'

names (see Appendix 9).

The first version of tMs stack had 267 cards with approximately

279 images in the stack. The color button bar, black background

and yellow text bars were also placed in the stack using the Color

Tools stack. Originally, when I was piecing this stack together,

there was an image missing because of an error by the Photo CD

supplier. Once I had the corrected image, I attempted to place it

into the stackM the same manner I placed the others. Once I

placed the image and closed the stack the size of the stack myste

riously dropped from 16.5 mb to 7 mb. Upon reopemng the stack,

all the colorwas gone and the oMy images showMgwere the ones

embedded into the stack.
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I loaded the backup copy and tMew out the damaged stack. In

the new stack I placed the new image without incident.

One ofmy original intentions for tMs stack was to allow the user

to eMarge areas of the photo to read an area. The advantage of

the Photo CD is that there are several sizes and resolutions of

each image available. The size of the images placed in the stack

were not large enough to see grapMc detail or to read text. I

selected a couple of sample cards to test tMs option. I created a

button tomagnify the image. I placed a magMfyMg glass icon

into the button.When I did this, the stack dropped everytMng

except the images resourced into the stack.When I deleted the

button the images came back.

Inadvertently, I seemed to have found a limit to the amount of

images and color panel that could be placed usmg the Color Tools

stack. The documentation for tMs stack was not very helpful and

did not address this problem at all.

The HyperCard manual said that a stack coMd hypothetically

become as large as 512 mb. TMs sizeMnit did not seem to take

into account the peculiar use of the AddColor XCMD.

At this pomt, I did not have time to keep adding items and risk

losingmy stack. I decided the oMyway to guarantee that this

woMd not happen again would be to rebuild the stack from

scratch and place the pictures using the Picture XCMD. I created

the first card and used the Color Tools stack to place the black

background, the blue button bar and the yellow bar for text.

I then created a button and wrote a script to place all the images

using the Picture XCMD (see Appendix 10). The script looked for

the correct picture, placed it and then made a new card and so

on until all the pictures were placed. Once all the pictures were

placed, I deactivated the script andMd the button. Use of the
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Picture XCMD guaranteed the pictures woMd be there as long as

the folder containing them was linked tMough the path name.

This revision of the stack structure kept the stack size below 1 mb.

Once I hadMe new stack built I copied and pasted the text iMor

mation from the bad stack into the new one. The links from the

old stack to the data cards and biography cards had been checked

so copying the iMormationwas a better guarantee that the links

would be perfect than if I attempted to retype everytMng.

I then chose the tMee cards with images to magMfy. I created a

new button with a magMfyMg glass for the icon and wrote a

script to bringM a larger, better resolution version of the image.

This allowed the user to read the text if desired. Because of the

time constraint for the thesis show oMy tMee cards were given

tMs option. I intend to add this feature to every card later, as well

as a palette with tools to scroll around images that are too large

for the screen.

The New York When the project was first being developed I wanted to have a

stack that provided iMormation about Dr. Leslie and The

Composing Room in the context ofNew York CityM the 1930s and

1940s. After I developed the title card I decided the large, full

screen images of New Yorkwere very interesting. Rather than

have a separate stackwith the New York images I decided toMte-

grate them into all the stacks.

I found several images ofNew York in the 1930s and 1940s as well

as social and political images of the time in the YPGHistorical

Selects stock photo book. I also researched photo books and found

some images by BereMce Abbot and Lewis Hine that were taken

at the same time. In addition I collected some of the images from

Images
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the book on New York written by Percy Seitlin arid photographed

byVictor Laredo.

I scanned the imagesMto Adobe Photoshop. UsMg the Image: Map:

Levels dialogmenu I adjusted the levels of black and the contrast to

push the images back. I then converted each image to RGB and

selected a yellow thatwas similar to the yellow used for the back

ground of the cards. I selected all and filledwith a 40 percent opaci

ty yellow. The light yellow over the gray haMones optically appears

to have a similar value as the solid yellow cards.

The light images were brought into each HyperCard stack and

placed beMnd selected text cards. M the main navigation stack,

images are beMnd the short Mstory, the map, the bibliography,

the glossary, the credits and the help card. In the other stacks the

images are beMnd the introductory text (see Appendix 9). The

large images are intended to give a sense of social and historical

context to the iMormation and help the user feel that Dr. Leslie's

work was of a certain place and time.

The Dr. Leslie

Biography

Stack

The Dr. Leslie biography stack is a small stack. It gives a detailed

biography ofDr. Leslie'sMe. The iMormation for the biographywas

gleaned from themany articles writtenM tribute to him, obituaries

and a timelMe created by ProfessorHerbertJohnson on the occasion

ofDr. Leslie's one hundredth birthday. The biography ends with a

quote by Dr. Leslie that speaks about his purposeMMe.

In a fMal visit tMough the vertical file in the Cory Collection, I found

an article that contained some early photos ofDr. Leslie alone and

with Ms wife Dr. SarahGreenburg. IMcluded theseM the biogra

phy stack. Once this stack was
finished I decided that excerpts from

the videotape would be appropriate here (see Appendix 9).
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The Quicklime

Movies

To create the Quicktime movies I reviewed the videotape inter

view with Dr. Leslie and marked segments to digitize.

I installed a SuperMac video digitizMg card intomy computer,

connected the VCR to it and usedVideo Spigot and Screenplay to

capture selected video sequences.

1 decided toMclude video clips in both the introductory short his

tory and in the Dr. Leslie biography sections.

The subject matter of the sequences I captured enhanced the text

on the cards and gave aMsthand picture of how and why PM

was begun and why it ended. There was also an excerpt about Dr.

Sarah Greenburg andwhy Dr. Leslie changed careers.

SMce I had several clips, I brought them Mto Adobe Premiere.

Each final movie is a compilation of several small clips edited

together to portray the iMormation in the best manner.

Once I completed the individual movies, I created a button on

each card that would access a movie. The buttonwas scripted to

open the movieM anMvisible state, place it, Mde the controller

bar, and finally show the movie and play it automatically. Once the

movie finishes playing the script Mdes it. The movie also closes if

the user goes to the next card (see Appendix 10). Once I had the

movie buttons scripted, I chose an icon for the button. The first

icon was a small movie projector. It was too big to fit in the but

ton bar so I placed it above the bar. After discussing this with my

Professor Remington, I selected a different icon, reduced its size

and placed it in the button bar. Once a place had been defined

with a particularMnction, it would oMy be confusing to the user

tomake a change like tMs.

I then created a sMgle card to hold the video clips. This card isM the

Dr. Leslie biography stack, but can oMy be accessed from themap

(seeAppendix 9).
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The video card has four small stills from the four videos. AnMvisible

buttonwas placed over each still aUowMg the user to dick on the

picture and bring up the movie. M the movie a small fflmstrip icon

appears on theMst frame. This is a standardQmcktime symbol. It

can be clicked to access the user controller bar. On this card, the user

has full control overMemovie and can stop and start themovie as

desired. M the button bar, there is aCloseMovie button allowMg the

user to close themovie and clear it from the screen.

To takeMil advantage of the drama of the project openMg for the

first time, I added a small ten secondmovie to the title card.When

the user opensMe project for theMst time a short Qmcktimemovie

opens afterMe picture comes up. This movie is Dr. Leslie talkMg

about his desire and need to help people. I chose this quote to quickly

Mustratewhat he was all about.

Evaluation

Techniques

Interface

Evaluation

Casual and formal evaluation of the interface was conducted

through weekly meetMgs with Professor Remington. I received

feedback from a programmerwho specializes in this field.

Several changes to simplify scripts and navigation were made as

a result of tMs meeting. In addition, I had a student sMdyMg

interactive media design navigate through the entire project and

give verbal feedback and suggestions.

I had another student who was totally unfamiliarwith HyperCard

navigate through and give verbal feedback and I set the project

up during one ofmy classes. I had my students explore and

browse through the project. I observed tMs directly and made

notes about problems and successes. Changes were made to the

interface based on these observations.
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Upon showing the project to several people at UMversity of

IMnois, anMteresting suggestion was made by one of the faculty.

Professor LeifAlmendinger, suggested that anMteractive evalua

tion be developed that could keep track of the user's path and

choose questions from a pool that correspondedwith the path of the

user. This is an excellent idea and will go on theMture plans list.

Content

Evaluation

The thesis application was up for three weeks during the thesis

show. Comments about the work, during the opeMng, were very

positive. The computerwas occupied throughout the opemng and

people seemed genuinely interestedM the topic. Professor

Herbert Johnson felt it wasMteresting and a fMe tribute to Dr.

Leslie andMs work. Students seemed to feel that it had a lot of

depth and woMd be a useful research tool

A short questionnaire was developed based on the evaluation

objectives and strategies developed during the project plannMg

stage. This questionnaire was given to a group of design students

who were then asked to experience the project and answer ques

tions as they browsed (see Appendix ID.

The questionnaire was divided into two sections. TheMst section

was about content and the second was about theMterface. The

content section asked specfflc questions about the subject matter.

The questions are from the various areas of the project, forcing

the student to experience all parts of the piece. The students

answered most of the questions correctly but missed a few. TMs

coMd be because they did not get to that area or because I did not

make the Mformation obvious enough. The feedback about the

interface was generally positive (see Appendix ID.
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Future Plans My hope is that this project will have aMe beyond the thesis.

There are several thMgs that still need to be done in order to

reach a closure to the project. The first item to be done is to finish

putting in the larger versions of all the PM images. Including

these, alongwith a scroMng palette, will allow the user to read

the spreads and study the work of these important artists.

Secondly, I intend to embed the fonts I usedMto the stacks M

order to avoid font conflicts and font sMfts.

I woMd also like to create an interactive test for the user. TMs

woMd be both as evaluative feedback forme and for the user to

help test their absorption of the iMormation. The fMal step is to

have the entire project put on CD-ROM so that anyone with a
CD-

ROM drive can have access to this iMormation.

Conclusion Researching the Me andwork of one man and then defMing the

medium for presentMgMat iMormationwas an evolutionary process.

The process of controlling several types of iMormationwas challeng

ing and helped to define the final format for presentation.

MyMtent as designer had to be balancedwithMe projected needs of

the user and the limitations of the computer as amedium. Because so

much more iMormation can be shownMsthandM a multimedia for

mat, less formal and theoretical analysiswas written and at times I

had tomaMtaM great restraintwhenwritMg about Dr. Leslie.

My hope is that the viewer can navigate tMough the projectM a

variety of directions and can customizeMs or her experience accord-

Mg to own personal needs.

Ideally, tMs projectwill be of use to future design students and

design Mstorians and wM educate them about a small slice of

graphic design history that until now has been given miMmal

exposure.
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Glossary A-DMagazine

PM became A-D after Dr. Robert Leslie sold the name to Ralph

Ingersoll. Stands for Art Direction.

Gebrauchsgraphik

Influential grapMc design journal first published in 1924. Dr.

Leslie was the American liaison and began publishing PM
maga-

zMe when Gebrauchsgraphik folded.

Industrial doctor

A doctor specifically hired by industry or a manufacturing com

pany. Dr. Leslie was the first industrial doctorMNew York City,

hired byMcGraw HM PublisMng Co.

job printer

A print shop that prints on a job to job basis rather than on a

long-term contract basis.

PMMagazine

The publication published by Dr. Robert Leslie to promote artists,

designers and printing education. PM originally stood for pro

duction manager.

The "Creative
forties"

Term coined by Dr. Leslie to describe the excitement and creativi

ty of the grapMc arts industry during the 1940s.

The Composing Room

Typesetting firm run by Dr. Robert L. Leslie and Sol Cantor. Also

published PM andA-D magazines and sponsored A-D Gallery

exhibits and later Gallery 303.

'Uncle'

Bob

Dr. Robert Leslie.
^
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Thesis Proposal for The Master of Fine Arts

College of ImagingArts and Sciences

Rochester Institute ofTechnology

The purpose of this thesis and its associate work is to

research and study the innovative contributions of

Dr. Robert Leslie (1885 - 1987) to the history of graphic

design, through the activities at the Composing Room, Inc.

These activities included shows by upcoming graphic

designers and two important design publications

PM Magazine and AD Magazine.

The application of this thesis will be to interpret the

research into a functional information resource for

professional designers, design historians and design

students. This may be accomplished by developing

an interactive media database, a scholarly article and/or

other design applications.
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Mission Statement

Within the field of graphic design and design history,

there has been no documentation of
,the contributions of

Dr. Robert L. Leslie. This thesis will document his role as

mentor to pioneering graphic designers and show the

influence that the Composing Room, Inc. and its activities

(P/Wand ADmagazine and exhibits at the A-D Gallery)

had'to the history of graphic design. This information will

be presented to professionals and students in the field to

educate them on the importance of thiswork.



SituationAnalysis

Within American design history, there are many people,

designers, typographers and printers, who were instru

mental in the progression of graphic design as a field.

These people were often important to the career devel

opment of many nowwell-known designers and their

contributions are often under appreciated for their sig

nificance. The typographer, Dr. Robert Leslie, is one such

person. I plan to study Dr. Leslie's contributions and

show how his role as mentor was important to the

careers of many pioneering designers and to the field of

graphic design.

Problem Statement I plan to research the contributions of Dr. Robert Leslie

by studying the activities of the Composing Room .Inc.

These included exhibits introducing new, unknown and

young designers and the publication of PM and AD

magazines, primarily between 1927 and 1942. These

publications were also showcases for the talents of

several designers. The audience for my thesis will

consist primarily of design historians, design

professionals and design students. Other audiences

may consist of printers and typographers.



Goals

To gather information

about Dr. Robert L

Leslie's life and career.

Objectives

After reviewing the information,

the user should be able to identify

five key biographical elements

about Dr. Robert L Leslie

Processes and Strategies of Implementation

Review videotaped interview with Dr. Leslie.

Gather information about Dr. Leslie's life

through obituaries and articles.

Gather information about Dr. Leslie's life

through personal interviews with people

who knew him.

Establish a timeline of Dr. Leslie's life.

After reading the information, the

user should be able to compare

five events of Dr. Leslie's life and

career to five historically signifi

cant events.

Compare life information to important

historical events of the same time.

Plot important historical information on the

timeline parallel to Dr. Leslie's life.

After reviewing the information,

the user should be able to define

six different aspects of Dr. Leslie's

career.

Categorize the different aspects of Dr.

Leslie's career.

Highlight significant events and dates.

To document Dr. Robert

L. Leslie's role as mentor

to pioneering graphic

designers.

After reviewing the information,

the user should be able to create a

list of at least ten of the pioneering

designers that Dr. Leslie mentored.

Research refugee designers coming to

NewYork in the 30's and 40's.

Create list of designers to whom Dr. leslie

was mentor.

Create database of artists and dates.

After reviewing the information,

the user should be able to discuss

the role Dr. Leslie played in the

careers of at least seven pioneer

ing designers.

Write short bios of designers.

Research how Dr. Leslie helped several

designers.

Interview designers or persons who knew

them.



After reviewing the information,

the user should be able to identify

the work of at least seven pioneer

ing designers.

Collect representative samples of artists

work.

Categorize work by client and date.

Add samples ofwork to database.

To show the influence that

the Composing Room, Inc.

and its activities [PM and

ADmagazines and

exhibits at the A-D

Gallery) had to the history

of graphic design.

After reviewing the information,

the user will be able to write a list

of at least ten of the artists and

designers showcased in PM and

ADmagazines.

Review all PM and ADmagazines.

Create an index of all articles, authors and

artists published in PM and ADmagazines.

Develop a working database for all the

indexed information.

Develop cross reference systems for

dates, issues, articles and authors.

After reviewing the information,

the user will be able to make a list

of at least ten of the designers

shown at the A-D Gallery.

Gather information aboutthe Composing

Room, Inc.

Establish a timeline of the Composing

Room, Inc.

Highlight significant events.

Research and review copies of gallery

opening invitations and announcements.

Create a list of all artists exhibited at the

Composing Room, Inc.

Add this information to the already devel

oping database.



After reviewing the information,

the user will be able to recognize

the influence of the Composing

Room, Inc. within the history of

graphic design and make a list of at

least five contributing factors.

Compare the concept of the A-D Gallery to

Gallery 291 run by Alfred Steiglitz around

the same time.

Research how the different artists made

significant contributions to the field of

graphic design.

Write short bios on each designer.

Show samples of the work by these

designers.

To present this informa

tion to professionals and

students in the field to

educate them on the

importance of this work.

After reviewing the information,

the user should be able to identify

at least five significant elements of

this work.

Provide an environment for using the infor

mation gathered.

Create an interactive database.

Write a scholarly article presenting infor

mation and samples of work.

To evaluate this project

and modify accordingly.

After using this project the user

will be able to provide feedback on

at least two categories.

Interview user about presentation, access

of information, level of understanding.

Interview with readers of article via reader

response card.

After using this product the user

will be able to answer at least ten

questions about the product.

Develop questionnaire.

Test users on the information.



Pragmatic Considerations

Budget should not be a hindrance to this project.

Expenses will come in the form of outputs for the final

presentation, possibly a new syquest disk, and travel and

long distance phone costs for interviewing.



Dissemination

This project will be exhibited in the RIT Bevier gallery as

partial fulfillment of the MFA. It will be kept on file by the

school for future research use. A portion of the project

will take the form of an article thatwill be submitted for

publication to such magazines as Graphis, Communication

Arts and Printmagazine.



Evaluation Plan

Objectives

After reviewing the information, the user should be

able to identify five key biographical elements about

Dr. Robert L Leslie

Evaluation Strategies

The user will be given a questionnaire to fill out ask

ing him/her to identify key biographical elements.

After reading the information, the user should be

able to compare five events of Dr. Leslie's life and

career to five historically significant events.

The user will fill out a questionnaire and identify

comparative information.

After reviewing the information, the user should be

able to define six different aspects of Dr. Leslie's

career.

The user will be asked to define several aspects of

Dr. Leslie's career via a questionnaire.

After reviewing the information, the user should be

able to create a list of at least ten of the pioneering

designers that Dr. Leslie mentored.

The user will be asked to create a list of designers.

After reviewing the information, the user should be

able to discuss the role Dr. Leslie played in the

careers of at least seven pioneering designers.

Will observe a discussion about the role Dr. Leslie

played in the history of graphic design.

After reviewing the information, the user should be

able to identify the work of at least seven pioneering

designers.

Will show the user work of designers and will ask

the user to identify by artist.

After reviewing the information, the user will be

able to write a list of at least ten of the artists and

designers showcased in PM and ADmagazines.

The user will be asked to write a list as part of an

evaluation questionnaire.

After reviewing the information, the user will be

able to make a list of at least ten of the designers

shown at the A-D Gallery.

The user will be asked to write a list as part of an

evaluation questionnaire.



After reviewing the information, the user will be

able to recognize the influence of the Composing

Room, Inc. within the history of graphic design and

make a list of at least five contributing factors.

The user will be asked to discuss the influence of

the Composing Room and to make a list of the con

tributing factors. The discussion will be observed.

After reviewing the information, the user should be

able to identify at least five significant elements of

this work.

The user will be asked to identify five significant

elements of this work via a questionnaire.

After using this project the user will be able to

provide feedback on at least two categories.

The user will give feedback via a semantic differen

tial list of statements

After using this product the user will be able to

answer at least ten questions about the product

The user will be asked to use the interactive data

base and will answer questions about the navigation

and information presented. This will be directly

observed.
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Glossary ofTerms

PMMagazine The publication published by Dr. Robert Leslie to

promote artists, designers and printing education.

ADMagazine PM became AD after Dr. Robert; Leslie sold the name to

Ralph Ingersoll. Stands forArt Direction.

'Uncle'

Bob Dr. Robert Leslie

job printer A print shop that print on a job to job basis

Industrial doctor A doctor specifically hired by industry or a

manufacturing company. Dr. Leslie was the first

Industrial doctor in New York city, hired by McGraw

Hill Publishing Co.

Gebraushgraphik Influential graphic design journal first published in 1925.

Dr. Leslie was the American liaison and began

publishing PM magazine when GebraushgraphikMded.

The Composing Room Typesetting firm run by Dr. Robert L Leslie and

Sol Cantor. Also published PM and AD magazines and

sponsored A-D gallery exhibits and later Gallery 303.

The "Creative
Forties"

Term coined by Dr. Leslie to describe the excitement

and creativity of the graphic arts industry during the

1940's.
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Timeline of Dr. Leslie's Life and career

1885

1899

1900

1904

1905

1906

1912

1918

1920

1921

1926

Born December 18, New York City
mother Polish, father Scottish

Becomes printer -

works for Max Lubrun a Russian intellectual and job printer

Enrolls at City College of New York

Begins 4 year apprenticeship at De Vinne Press

Elected Phi Beta Kappa

Receives BS from CCNY

Awarded Chemistry Prize Scholarship to Johns Hopkins University
Becomes school teacher

Works as social worker

Joins International Typographical Union

Accepts Johns Hopkins Scholarship
Works as proofreader at Baltimore Sun to meet expenses

Receives MD from Johns Hopkins

Joins United States Public Health Service

Travels extensively for US Public Health Service

Marries Dr. Sarah K. Greenberg - obstetrician and gynecologist

Leaves Public Health Service

Becomes 1st Industrial doctor in NYC - works forMcGraw Hill publishing Co.

Meets Sol Cantor

Becomes partner with Sol Cantor in Enmore Linotype Co. - a trade typesetter

Cantor and Leslie sell Enmore Linotype Co. to Louis Statenstein of

American Book-Stratford Press

Spends next year as salesman for Statenstein



1927

1934

1940

1942

1949

1960

1961

1965

1967

1968

1969

1971

1973

1976

Leslie and Cantor establish The Composing Room, Inc.

Begins publishing PM magazine

created on death of Gebraushgraphik the German Graphic Artsmagazine

PM magazine's name sold to Ralph Ingersoll

Becomes AD Magazine

Stops the printing ofAD magazine duringWWII

Joins Office of Information Service

Begins annual trips to Israel - continues throughout life

Monophoto Filmsetters join The Composing Room

Creates Gallery 303 to display typographic arts

Begins "Heritage of the Graphic
Arts"

lecture series

Named Man of the Year by the Printing Teachers Guild

Receives "Service Industry
Award"

from the Navigators

Hosts Dr. Giovanni Mardersteig for a special Gallery 303 lecture

held atThe PierpontMorgan Library

Retires as president of The Composing Room

Receives AIGA medal

Sets up Uncle Bob's Paper Mill in Israel

Receives FredericW. Goudy award from RIT

Receives 1st Annual American Printing History Association Award

Travels to Europe with The Typophiles



1981

1987

Records 4 hour interviewwith Herbert Johnson at RIT

Dies April 1 -New York City



PM /A-D Gallery Exhibitions

1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1941

A-D Gallery begins

Hans Alexander Mueller

1940 Susanne Suba

Summer Exhibit

through September 2

Printing and Advertising Arts 1840
- 1890

Studies in Advanced Design

Students of Herbert Bayers American Advertising Guild Class

Vanguard Photography
exhibit- Arnold Newman and Ben Rose - September

ekm 4/24/94



1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

Advance Guard of Advertising Artists

through March

Frank Barr, Herbert Bayer, Lester Beall, Jean Carlu, E. McKnight Kauffer,

HerbertMatter, Laszlo Moholy Nagy, Paul Rand, Ladislav Sutnar

Lettering & Calligraphy in CurrentAdvertising and Publishing

May 11 -June 29

Arnold Bank, Frank Bartuska, Toni Bonagura,William Brooke, J. AlbertCavanagh,

Warren Chappell, Edgard Cirlin, T. M. Clelan,W. A. Dwiggins, Philip Grushkin, Robert

Haas, J. J. Herman, Rand Holub, Gustav Jensen, M. R. Kaufman, Riki Levinson, Sam

H. Marsh,William Metzig, Oscar Ogg, George Salter, David Soshenski,Andrew

Szoeke, Tommy Thompson, Jeanyee wong, MiriamWoods

A Guide to Lester Beall

November 19 - December 31

Four Veterans

Herbert Bender, Charles Egri, Gene Federico, Seymour Robins

Gergely/Barschel

Tibor Gergely, Hans J. Barschel

Ladislav Sutnar

January
10- February 28

Paul Rand

March 31 -May 29

Visual Communications Techniques

October 4 - November 28

Alex Steinweiss

ekm 4/24/94



1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1960

Will Burtin

November 9, 1948 -

January 14, 1949

Ben Rose photographs

HalZamboni

March 7 -April 29

Alvin Lustig

October 11 -December 2

Morton Goldsholl

February 7- March 31

Eleven leading designers from Paris exhibit at Gallery 303 in New York

Editorial art from McCall's magazine shown atThe Composing Room

ekm 4/24/94



1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

Creates Gallery 303 to display typographic arts

A Third of A Century of Graphic Work - George Salter - December

55 Years of Lucian Bernhard

Gallery 303 exhibit -George Trump

IBM atGallery
303'

in New York presents work by IBM Display and Design

ekm 4/24/94
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Notes from Dr. Leslie Videotape Interviewwith Herb Johnson - 1981

Dr. Leslie b December 18, 1885

trained as Dr. at Johns Hopkins

med. doctor as printer

sold newspapers on street in NY at 10

attended Town and Harris high school

connected to City College

learned printing at 14

Russian printers store

set Russian type

and kicked the press

printed letterhead

Apprenticed atDeVinne

trained as a compositor

was attending City College

worked on Century magazine, St. Nicholas Magazine

Became a Union typesetter/proofreader

couldn't get job as a printer after graduation from City

1908 received scholarship to Johns Hopkins univ.

worked at baltimore sun as proofreader

sent money to mother

Graduated 1912

joined Public Health Service

because of knowledge of printing was assigned to

Surgeon general's office



Became expert on Cholera

worked actively from 1912-1918 until WWI

lost left eye during this time

In Surgeon General's office redesigned all the pamphlets

If in Public Health Service didn't have to serve in the army

In 1918 came back to NY

metwife at NewYear's eve party

married 54 years

1st Industrial Physician in NY

assigned to McGraw Hill - 1939

went to art school for awhile

started the Composing Room in 1921

married 1918 -July 9

met Sol Cantor at Carey printing Co. while Industrial Dr.

bought out two partners of Enmore Linotype co. and

became partner with Sol Cantor

had Composing Room at Carey Printing Co.

Merganthaler Display Room

The Composing Room - new creation

1st in America to start a commercial art gallery related

to typography



After Gebraushgraphik6\e6 created PMMagazine

wanted to bring out the qualities of all the important

refugees

came to NY - who needed a boost

felt magazine gave them a start

His office was showcase of the nation

P/Wwas sold to Ralph Ingersoll- newspaper- 1940

became ADmagazine
- 1940

Art Direction

helped many refugees financially

would recommend them to competing places

started printing education program

articles in magazine on printing

during WWII

stopped printing of ADmagazine

became part of Office of Information Service

retired from Composing Room in 1965

was there 50 years

was coordinator at NY University of Curriculum in

Book Publishing

PM/AD magazine

started 1934

Percy
Seitlin- hired as editor

Dr. Leslie - associate editor



Dr. Leslie dug up history of anything related to printing history

objective to educate young people

Created PM on death of Gebraushgraphik

was american editor

PM started as house magazine for Composing Room

attracted many artists related to printing history

was on Board of Governors at Cooper Union for 30 years

called himself
'granddaddy'

of movement fromWeimar

close to Josef Albers and Shawinsky

ran print shop

help start black Mountain College Press

in Asheville NC

had Moholy-Nagy, Gropius

fountainhead here in US

had whole issue of PM devoted to Bauhaus

Herbert Bayer

Leslie nominated him to Hall of Fame of AD club

signed his papers of citizenship

employment agency and placement agency

Lucien Bernhard

came here in 1922

with reputation as Poster Designer

type designer - sold everything to ATF

also a fine printer



refugees from other countries

gave great impetus to printing industry in US

established the Typophiles in 1930

since 1949 going to Israel once to twice a year

revised curriculum in printing school in Tel Aviv

Israel has no forests

import pulp

dreamwas to make handmade paper



Notes from conversation with Hans J. Barschel - November 1993

HJB - You know that he was 103 years old when he died, and

he lived most of his life with one eye.

EKM - Yes, thatwas amazing.

HJB- It happened very early in his lifetime, he was playing

around, kids you know, and somebody poked out his eye. It

didn't disturb him at all. And when you met him you just tried

to find outwhich was the right eye.

He had the A-D Gallery. I had an exhibitin early spring of

1946. Thiswas an exhibit after the war ended with Gergely

and me. Gergelywas a Hungarian refugee, very humorous,

very recitive. You see inside (the exhibit announcement) - you

can see he was very talented.

He had a secretary, which was a ?? and there was a very loyal

relationship. She was rather important. She did nice public

relations and people liked her. Her name was Hortense

Wendell. During one summer, I was still in NY, I was in NY

from 1937 - 1952. She went away on vacation and came back

to her apartment and just dropped dead. They found out later,

through an autopsy that itwas her heart.

I was a student in Berlin of George Salter. His brother Stephan

returned to NY from California where he had been working.

We became friends and eventually lived together in an apart

ment in NYwith another artist. And Stephan was actually a

book designer. George Salterwas an illustrator. And Stephan

took me to the A-D gallery to an opening and introduced me

there. I had my German portfolio. I showed him (Leslie) the

work I had done atthat time and itwas true that Leslie, as

soon as he found somebody with some talent he would take

the telephone and call all sorts of art directors. He was, he

knew everybody, they were helpful, he was helpful, itwas one

big family.



He used to call it the 'creative forties and fifties'. Eventually, I

had a tremendous amount of production during the forties and

fifties.

And in 1946thisexhibitwaswithallsortsof new type ofwork-

atomic energy and so on. And was very interesting.

I was engaged at this time, I married in 48. My late wife didn't

dare come to the opening because she knew from other expe

riences (George Groz and so on) that itwas an alcohol affair,

handshakes with a drink and so on.

So she had ordered a nice bouquet delivered on time at the A-

D gallery. You have no idea how crowded itwas, you could

invite everybody and everybody came. There was also a gen

tleman whom I had contacted through Dr.Leslie. He was at

the time, he was top man of the Sheridan House Publishing. I

gotmany assignments from him. And suddenly among all

these people, itwas almost like theNY subway during rush

hour. Nobody could get into the door anymore,you had to lean

against the pillar and push them in. This gentleman from the

Sheridan House reintroduced himself as the Art Director of

Standard Oil. And he asked me to see him the next day in the

Rockefeller Plaza where they had their headquarters. And I

went there and he had a tremendous assignment for me,

which was also connected with Leslie. I was to design a

book, a guidance book for all the employees of Standard Oil to

explain what atomic energy was. There was nothing, not even

Life magazine had anything on this. Nobody knew anything on

this. So i made my rounds to all sorts of people. I got more

information than the US Government could stand. Itwas unbe

lievable. I had finished the project and you can see all this

work in the archives. When itwas all finished I took it to our

vacation place where we spent the summers. And the last trip



in was to Standard Oil and the bill was $7000. At this time it

was a fortune, and the end result was that the US Governmen,

some sort of agency did not permit it to be printed. Standard

still had to pay the bill. There was so much information, as I

explained the splitting of the atom and everything, which

nobody knew about at this time. Anyway I got my nice

prospective in the archives.

All this came through leslie's connection.

EKM -The way that the connections you made through him,

was that the same for all of the other artists too?

HJB - Yes - maybe different connections, but connections.

EKM - It seems like the A-D Gallerywas very social - occa

sions for social gathering- where you could meet other artists

and make connections.

HJB - Oh sure, I met quite a few - Giusti and other people,

Burtin and Bernhard at this time. And there were some others.

Once I was with the RIT in the fifties there was another exhib

it I participatedin there. I came down from

Rochester to NY and attended the opening of this exhibit.

EKM- Do you know when the last exhibits were- because at

some point he changed -

they changed from the A-D Gallery to

Gallery 303. 1 guess thatwas in the sixties.

HJB -Right -from A-D Gallery -Gallery 303, of course itwas

the room. Room 303 in this building, in which there was the

Composing Room, Inc.

EKM - The phrase the 'creative
forties'

that Dr. Leslie coined -

was that just because he had so many people...

HJB - No itwas actually whatwe all did. There was a new

kind of atmosphere.



EKM - It seems like there was -

partly because of people com

ing over from Europe - a strong concentration of creative peo

ple...

HJB - there were about five or six of us -

myself.Will Burtin,

the swiss guy
-

about 5 or 6 of us. We got to Uncle Bob away

from Uncle Adolf.

EKM - 1 wouldn't exactly call him Uncle.

HJB - Here's a story you will appreciate. About one of the

granddaughters of Wagner. They all were very much involved

with Hitler because of the germanic mythology and so on. She

was forced to call Hitler, Uncle Adolph. I met her in NY and

she was in ?? temporarily. And she told me this story in NY.

She is back in Germany and quite instrumental in reviving the

Wagnerian operas. She was very far removed from the Nazi's.

EKM - You did a lot of poster work in Germany - did you find

there weren't as many posters here there were magazine

covers instead...

HJB- Notthistypeofwork-I really started with an avalanche

of bookjackets. I did mystery books and there could be?? and

then I did a great year of pharmaceutical ads -

pushing drugs

to doctors. I was art director of the new public health publica

tion of the health department of New York for two years. And

then I accepted a job here in Rochester for the ?? Press corp

as a public relations person. They thought I would bring them

a lot of new assignments
- great leads - 1 told them this was

not the case. First of all there are now printers in NY who

have art departments - if the Rochester company contacted

freelance artists - this was my connection too
- 1 was doing

quiote a few covers for Ciba Symposium and the Art Director

of Ciba became the Director of Public Health Service publica

tion and asked me to join him. This is the way it always goes
-

connections.



otes from conversation with Herb Johnson - October 25, 1993

EM -

During WorldWar 2, Dr. Leslie stopped publication of AD

Magazine.Was it ever revived after the war?

If so for how long?

HJ - Was not started backup after war.

EM - In your timeline created for his 100th birthday, there is a

gap between the late 1930's (WWII) and the 1960's.

Whatwas Dr. Leslie doing during that time?

HJ - He and Sol were concentrating on the business of the

Composing Room. After the war they had to buy all new

equipment and solicit business to pay for all that.Were

concentrating on growth of advertising work for the NYC

area. During the war itwas tough to getworkmen yet they

were very busy. From 1929 - 1945 they couldn't add any

new equipment because of the depression. Theywere

also doing work for nothing. PM and AD were produced

to keep their name out there and it kept people working.

In 1941-1942 they lostwork men because of Pearl Harbor

yet they gained printing. They probably made outwell

during the war and bought ne equipment after the war.

EM - In the tapes Dr. Leslie touches upon his help to the

artists and intellectuals ofWeimar and the Bauhaus.

People like Albers, Bayer and Gropius. Do you have more

information on his role in these artists lives and careers?

HJ - Doc Leslie was Jewish. Helped any of the German artists

get out of Germany. Not all were Jewish. He helped Albers

set up the Black Mountain College Press. He gave money

when needed and tried to get them jobs. He wrote them

up in PM to try to get them work.



EM - What about other refugee artists?

Who did he help and when?

HJ - He helped Russian artists as well. His mother was a

Russian. If they appeared in the magazine itwas because

he or the editor (Percy Seitlin) knew them. It also helped

to getmore work fro the Composing Room.

EM - Has there been any major documentation (other than a

few articles and obits) of Dr. Leslie within the Printing

world?

HJ - No.

There is a complete set of PM and AD's in the Carey library as

well as in the Archives. If there are any missing ask HJ.

Herbert Johnson also has negatives and photos given to him

by Dr. Leslie.

Niece and Husband live in Connecticut. Inherited estate.

Catherine T. Brody
- librarian at NY City Technical College

knew him well.

Leslie was on the Board of a couple of journals.

Cooper Union archivist -

advisory committee of art school
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Issue No.

Date

Size

Processes and Techniques used

Typestyles used

Inserts

Processes

Typestyles

Souce of Document

Editorial Listing of Articles

Photographs

Credits

Illustrations

Credit

Cover Artist

Featured Artist /Designer

Country of origin

Client List

Samples of Work

Short Bio

Author of Feature

Books Reviewed

Listing of Advertisements

Cataloger

Date entry by

Date Entered
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Artists List Appendix 5



PM /A-D Designers &Artist Collaborators 1934-1942

Ida York Abelman

Dora Abrahams

Wilbur HenryAdams
S.M.Adler

M. F. Agha

Fritz Amberger

Harold Anchel

Carlos Anderson

Olga Anhalzer-Fisch

LeroyAppleton

EgmontArens

John Averill

Russell Bacon

Walter Baermann

Hans J. Barschel

Herbert Bayer

Lester Beall

Sol Benenson

Thomas Benrimo

Lucian Bernhard

Joseph Binder

Faber Birren

R.H. Blend

George Blow

Dayton Branfield

Francis Brennan

Louis Breslow

Pierre Brissaud

Alexey Brodovitch

Fritz Brosius

Harry Brown

M.Stanley Brown

Will Burtin

Ernest Cabat

Heyworth Campbell

JeanCarlu

Robert Carroll

A. M. Cassandre

Edward Chaiter

RuthChaney
Asa Cheffetz

Douglas Clamp
Rex Cleveland

Alfred A. Cohn

Clarence Cole

Lucille Corcos

Miguel Covarrubias

Lee Brown Coye

Thomas D'Addario

Hubert Davis

Charles C. S. Dean

Adoiph Dehn

Anne deKohary
Daniel DeKoven

Donald Deskey
Donald Dohner

Jere Donovan

Aaron Douglas

Andre Szenes Dugo

William Addison Dwiggins

Charles Egri

Fritz Eichenberg
R. C. Ellis

Richard Erdoes

Alois Erdtelt

Harry H. Farrell

Gene Federico

J. Walter Flynn

Norman W. Forgue

Maurice Freed

OttoW. Fuhrmann

Irving Geis

Ruth Gerth

Frank Gianninoto

Charles Dana Gibson

Ruth Gikow

George Giusti

William Golden

Francis Goldsborough

Emery I. Gondor

Witold Gordon

Erica Hanka Gorecka

Harry Gottlieb

Frederic W. Goudy
Walter Gropius

William Harris

Evelyn Harter

Riva Helfond

Frank L Henahan

William Hicks

A. G. Hoffman

Ben Hoffman

Clarence P. Hornung

James In tan:

Marcel Jacno

Eli Jacobi

Gustav Jensen

Harry Johnson

Robert Josephy
Mervin Jules

Jacob Kainen

Irvine Kamens

NatKarson

E. McKnightKauffer

Frederick J. Keisler

Gyorgy Kepes
Earl Cavis Kerkam

W. Kohler

Saul Kovner

George Krikorian

Robert Lawson

Joe Leboit

Matthew Leibowitz

Robert L Leonard

Benjamin Lewis

Frank Lieberman

Russell T. Limbach

Louis Lozowick

Raymond Lufkin

E. G. Lukacs

Nan Lurie

Clara Mahl

Beatrice Mandelman

Edmund Marein

S. L Margolies

Reba Martin

HerbertMatter

Laszlo Matulay
Eleanor Mayer

Douglas C.McMurtrie

Elizabeth Mead

KurtMenzer

Wilhelm Metzig
R. Hunter Middleton

Howard E. Miller

HansMoller

Edward F. Molyneux

Bond Morgan

Eugene Morley
Tobias Moss

Hans Alexander Mueller

Arnold Newman

William O'Neil

Elizabeth Olds

Karl Perl

M. Peter Piening
Cipe Pineles

Robert Pliskin

Nathaniel Pousette-Dart

Leonard Pytlak

Leo Rackow

Frederic H.Rahr

Paul Rand

Sherman Raveson

Alan Reeve

Ernst Reichl

Philip Reisman

Bruce Rogers

Julia Rogers

Gilbert Rohde

Ben Rose

Rudolph Ruzicka

George Salter

I.J.Sanger

Samuel B. Schaeffer

Theodore Scheel

Georges Schreiber

William Sharp

Harry Shokler

Eric M. Simon

Joseph Sinel

CharlesW.Smith

Bernard J. Steffen

Kate Steinitz

Alexander Steinweiss

Alexander Stern

Harry Sternberg
SusanneSuba

William Taber

Peter Takal

Desha Taksa

Adoiph Treidler

Martin Ullman

Buk Ulreich

AnthonyVelonis

Kurt H. Volk

Lucina Smith Wakefield

LyndWard

HymanWarsager

DorothyWaugh

Martin J.Weber

ArthurWeiser

DavidWeisman

HowardW.Willard

GeorgesWilmet

Russel Wright

Frank H.Young
Arthur Zaidenberg
GyZilzer

Eugene Zion



Dr. Leslie Appendix 6

Images



Dr. Leslie 1937

Percy Seitlin and Dr.

Leslie 1942

Dr. Leslie at speakers

table - late 1930's



Dr. Leslie at his desk
- 1950's

Dr. Leslie and Dr.

Sarah - 1919

Dr. Leslie and Dr.

Sarah - 1960's



Dr. Robert L. Leslie with Giovanni

Mardersteig in Dr. Leslie's office



Dr. Leslie with R.

HunterAAiddleton



Dr. Leslie at The

Heritage ofThe

Graphic Arts Lecture

series

Dr. Leslie with Alan

Fern?



Dr. Leslie with ?

Dr. Leslie receiving

award at Typophiles

luncheon



Dr. Leslie with

George Salter

Dr. Leslie receiving

AIGAmedal

Dr. Leslie at Heritage

of the Graphic Arts

Lecture



'""^m
M'J&&$-

.,.

Dr. Leslie with

Professor Trump

Dr. LesUe introducing
BeatriceWard



Dr. Leslie andJohn

Dreyfus

Dr. Leslie andJohn

Dreyfus

Dr. Leslie at Heritage

of the Graphic Arts

Lecture Series



Dr. Leslie drawing
used in Goudy
Award keepsake

book

MmritmM.Gnukrf

The Composing
Room Gallery 303

Late 1960's



Artist's Appendix 7

Questionnaire



Questions about Dr. Leslie and PM and A-D magazine.

1 ) Was your initial contact to The Composing Room and Dr. Leslie as a client or a feature artist?

2)Were you approached to do the PM and A-D cover/features by Dr. Leslie or Percy Seitlin?

3)Were you approached to do these features or did you approach them?

4) Do you consider your contactwith Dr. Leslie instrumental in the development of your early

career, in any way?

5) Do you feel that the efforts of the Composing Room, by its publication of PM and A-D, as well

as the A-D Gallery, helped to contribute to the community of graphic design?

6) Designer Hans Barschel equated the A-D Gallery as a community gathering place.Would you

agree with this? Do you remember the A-D Gallery as a place to meet other designers and artists

as well as potential new clients?

7) Are you familiar at all with Dr. Leslie's actions regarding his help towards several emigre

designers?

8) Do any come to mind, particularly those that aren't well known?

9) Are there any anecdotes or particularly strong memories about Dr. Leslie
that you would be

willing to share?



CO
CO

34 EllWay. Sarasota, FL 34243/813-758-7073

0

to
Feb. 7, 1994

Ms Erin K. Malone

716 Linden Street

Rochester, N. Y. 14620

Dear Ms. Malone:

Herewith are the answers to the questions put to me in your recent

letter explaining your research into the life of Dr. Robert L.Leslie.

1. My initial contact with Dr. Leslie was when I was a Graphic Design

major in high school. I was a student at the Abraham Lincoln H. S in

Brooklyn, N. Y. My teacher was the chairman of the Art Department,
Leon Friend. He authored a book with Dr. Joseph Hefter titled "Graphic
Design"

published by Mc Graw-Hill in 1936.

Dr. Leslie took a great interest in the student talent that was being
developed by Leon Friend. As a matter of fact, one issue of P. M (Dec-

Jan 1939-1940) contained a 32 page insert reproducing student work of

that period. I designed the insert cover.

Leon Friend produced a staggering amount of famous art directors, de

signers, photographers, painters, sculptors and teachers in every field

of the visual art,s. Such names as Irving Penn, William Taubin, Jay
Maisel and myself iiheddtbheHist .

i

2+3. Dr. Leslie invited me to do the AD & PM covers and. features .
Of-

course I had contact with Percy Seitlin and Hortense Mandel. Percy
was an iconoclast and sour-puss, Hortense was just the opposite.

4. Yes. Actually, it was Dr. Leslie who informed me in 1939 that the

newly formed Columbia Recording Corporation (now Sony Records) was

looking for an Art Director. He put me in touch with Pat Dolan, the then

Advertising manager who interviewed me and hired me.

5. Yes.

6. Yes. I would say that the Gallery was a Graphic Arts community

gathering place. I met quite a few colleagues at the AD Gallery over

the years and as an alumnus of the Lincoln H. S. Art Squad, we invited

many of the luminaries of the design world to speak at our meetings.

Among these were Joseph Binder, Lucien Bernhard, L. Moholy-Nagy, Tom

Benrimo, Lynd Ward, Lester Beall, Dr. Dr. Leslie, Chaim Gross, etc, etc.

Some of these meetings were held at the AD Gallery



7. Yes. Dr. Leslie took a great interest in trying to place emigres

in contact with schools and Corporations. Several of these (Alexander

Schawinsky from the Bauhaus), Richard Lindner, Henry Wolfe,
Gustav Jensen and others visited me at Columbia in Bridgeport, Conn.
and I did what I could to give them design assignments on a free

lance basis.

8. Fritz Eichenberg, Will Burtin, Alexey Brodevitch, and E. Mcknight

Kauf fer .

9. Dr. Leslie considered me his discovery. True or not... he had a

great influence on my life by his great interest in my career. So much

so, that I named my son after him. In 1981, after I had been in Sarasota

for several years, I had an exhibition of 30 of my music paintings and

50 album covers accompanied by their thought sketches at the Amsterdam
Gallery'

of the Museum and Library of the Performing Arts in Lincoln

Center. After he received the invitation to the opening, he sent me a

note of apology. He couldn't be present because he would be in Beer-

sheba, Israel where he was helping a group to start a hand-made paper

factory. He was 95 years old at that time. This story epitomizes how
"Doc"

strived all his life to help people in ghe Graphic Arts.

Dr Leslie's partner at the Composing Room (a great type-composition

house) was a fine gentleman by the name of Sol Cantor. Sol was a great

type-mechanic and the inside man. Doc Leslie was the salesman,
public-

relations man, and helper of people, particularly designers and artists

(with a view to their eventually becoming clients of the Composing Room).

He made it his business to know everyone in New York and indeed, the

world even , remotely connected to advertising, book production, and

all the various facets of the design business. He was a typophile,

philanthropist and a great guy.

I am happy to share the above with you and if I can be of further help,

please let me know.

I also enclose a copy of a statement that appeared in the catalogue of a

comprehensive show of my graphic design at the AD Gallery entitled

"Visual Communication
Techniques"

in 1947.

Cordiall

Alex Steinweiss



CO
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34 EllWay^ Sarasota, FL 34243/813-758-7073

0

0
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Feb 23, 1994

Ms. Erin K. Malone

716 Linden St.

Rochester, New York, 14620

Dear M. MALONE:

1. To my best recollection, mine was the first exhibition of

graphic design in the new gallery at the Composing Room in 1947.

There were other shows prior to mine, I'm sure. However, they
were held in a smaller space. Some of the names that come to

mind are: Lester Beall (1937), Joseph Binder (1940), George

Guisti (1941), Gustav Jensen (1936), Paul Rand (1938), Herbert

Bayer (1939-1940).

2. The last time I saw Percy Seitlin was about 7 years ago. He

didn't see me, but I remember seeing him walking along a street

with what appeared to be his grandson in the Soho Section of

New York City.

Cordially ,

L^eOS)
Alex/Steinweiss



Questions about Dr. Leslie and PM and A-D magazine.

1)Was your initial contact to The Composing Room and Dr. Leslie as a client or a feature artist? VOVrX

2)Were you approached to do the PM and A-D cover/features by Dr. Leslie or Percy Seitlin?^

3)Were you approached to do these features or did you approach them?
'i^jj* ^^Tu^^-

4) Do you consider your contactwith Dr. Leslie instrumental in the development of your
early'

hJ^nU^U,

career, in any way? 0

5) Do you feel that the efforts of the Composing Room, by its publication of PM and A-D, as well
v

as the A-D Gallery, helped to contribute to the community of graphic design?
' *^

6) Designer Hans Barschel equated the A-D Gallery as a community gathering place.Would you

agree with this? Do you remember the A-D Gallery as a place to meet other designers and artists X^^^f
as well as potential new clients? //?W/u+<*A aMtML

7) Are you familiar at all with Dr. Leslie's actions regarding his help towards several emigre . .

designers? /

Iff)
8) Do any come to mind, particularly those that aren'twell known?

v

9) Are there any anecdotes or particularly strong memories about Dr. Leslie that you would be

willing to share?

l fJLc^JU
JttfZUAU** * h*L^fo tm*4***
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FEDERICO

116 Eastwoods Rd.

Pound Ridge

NewYork 10575
(914)764-5089

Dear Erin,
Your request for information regarding Dr. Leslie sent me back

to my old PM and AD files and I pored over every single

copy I own. No, I don't have the complete collection but very

nearly all. But it was a great pleasure to have all those

distant faces come to mind again and I spent several

pleasant hours recalling past times. For this I want to

thank you.

(1) As a young art director beginning a career in late summer

of 1938, my initial contact with Doc Leslie was through the

talks he had set up at the gallery with the great designers

both American and the growing number of european refugees.

In the agency I worked for the production manager was the sole

contact with the suppliers and meeting with typographers was

difficult. But the gallery was the meeting place and the smell

of printers ink and typesetting was only a step away. And

Doc never blocked that step. He encouraged us to get acquainted

more directly with type.

(2) It was after WW II that he asked me and 3 other veterans

to gather our work for an exhibition called "Four Veterans".

I designed the announcement. The show resulted in my making

a radical change in my career. Will Burtin, the AD at Fortune

Magazine offered me a position on the magazine. I tried

editorial design for a year. But my head and heart was in

advertising. And that's where I remained for the rest of my

career.

(3) Way back when Doc's Gallery was probably the only place

in NYC where young designers came in contact with the freshest

work being done in graphics and advertising, european emigres

were shown regularly. Its contribution to the graphic design

community was inestimable.

(4) I was still a student at Pratt when PM Magazine began so

I'm not certain when the gallery began. But I have a feeling

that it started in the late 30 's or early 4o's.

(5) The AD Gallery was indeed a graphic designers meeting

place. I recall a talk given by Herbert Bayer and being

impress by this giant. I later attended a class he conducted

recall feeling that I had taken a short course at the ill-fated

Bauhaus. In the late 40's Bayer offered me a job at Dorland.



FEDERICO

Eastwoods Rd.

Pound Ridge

NewYork io<7fi914 POUND RIDGE 4-5089 W VJ

But he left for Aspen before I could begin working with him.

(6) I have always harbored the impression that Doc Leslie

was responsible for most of the great european designers

coming to the US before the war and after.

(7) I remember one graphic designer who specialized in type

design and lettering. His name escapes me but he married

one of Doc's associates named Hortense Mendell.

(8) It has been years since I saw Doc Leslie but I can still

hear his voice quite clearly. The way he said, "Helen and

Gene"
will always be with me.

I am enclosing our contribution to his 75th birthday
celebration.

I trust that thses few words will help. Needless to say,

I would love to see your completed thesis.

Once again, thank you for asking me.

Sincerely

Gene Fed#ri

2/2/94
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Questions about Dr. Leslie and PM and A-D magazine.

1 ) Was your initial contact to The Composing Room and Dr. Leslie as a client or a feature artist?

2)Were you approached to do the PM and A-D cover/features by Dr. Leslie or Percy Seitlin?

3)Were you approached to do these features or did you approach them?

4) Do you consider your contactwith Dr. Leslie instrumental in the development of your early

career, in anyway?

5) Do you feel that the efforts of the Composing Room, by its publication of PM and A-D, as well

as the A-D Gallery, helped to contribute to the community of graphic design?

6) Designer Hans Barschel equated the A-D Gallery as a community gathering place.Would you

agree with this? Do you remember the A-D Gallery as a place to meet other designers and artists

as well as potential new clients?

7) Are you familiar at all with Dr. Leslie's actions regarding his help towards several emigre

designers?

8) Do any come to mind, particularly those that aren'twell known?

9) Are there any anecdotes or particularly strong memories about Dr. Leslie that you would be

willing to share?
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Ms. Erin K. Malone

716 Linden Street

Rochester, New York 14620

716-473-0199

February 8, 1994

Mr. Lee Brown Coye

316 Madison Lane

Hamilton, New York 13346

Dear Mr. Coye,

I am a graduate student at Rochester Institute of Technology. I am currently working on my thesis

and am researching Dr. Robert L Leslie. I am researching his contributions (through PM and A-D

magazine and the A-D gallery) to the history of graphic design. I have been researching both

publications aswell as those artists and designerswho contributed to them.

I am contacting several people who knew and worked with Dr. Leslie both during the time of PM

and A-D, as well as later in his life. I was wondering if you would be willing to answer some

questions regarding your experience with Dr. Leslie?

I am enclosing some questions and a SASE for their return. Dr. Lesliewas an important link to

several designers and I appreciate your involvement in this research.

Thank you for your time and memories.

CAMa! /^.l^oU^r^^

Erin K. Malone

^tyj/^O'^fi,

/?-// y-?%c*
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WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY ROCKWELL KENT

CASANOVA. The Memoirs of Jacques Casanova. Complete in twelve vol-^ft

umes as translated into English by Arthur Machen with an Introduction by '"%
Arthur Symons, a new preface by the translator and twelve drawings by
Rockwell Kent. Privately printed for subscribers. The Aventuros Edition.

1925. 12 vols. 8vo, red cloth, stamped in gold. Limited number. This is the

same set that sold in 1925 from $125.00 to $150.00 depending on the bind

ing. It is unnumbered and the binding is recent. The sheets were found

later and bound and the net proceeds are to be used by Dr. Robert Leslie

^or the aid of refugee artists. $20.00

Only 89 sets remain, which have been put

aside for readers of PRINT. Orders wjll

be filled in order of their receipt Please

make checks payable to Robert L. Leslie,

and mail to 130 West 46th St., New York.

90

c
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Dr. Robert L. Leslie and The Composing Room, Inc.
I934-1942

An Important Time

In Trie Development

OfAmerican

Design

__nBi

Dr. Robert L. LeslieandThe Composing Room, Inc.
1934- 1942

An ImportantTime

In The Development

OfAmerican

Graphic Design

click Here

Title Card
-

shows two frames

of Quicktime move.



Dr. Leslie Life Career /The Date Design/ Art Events World / Political Events

Composing Room Events

A_narchists Nicola Sacco ^Leslie and Cantor establish 1927 Brodovitch decorates
The ComposingRoom, Inc. Prunier restaurant in Paris and Bartolomeo Vanzetti ?

WeissenhofSiedlungbuilt in executed Scroll

Stuttgart In Russia Trotsky
Fat

AM Cassandre designs expelled from the Party
TEtoile du

Nord'

poster in Charles Lindbergh flies
Paris solo across Atlantic Ocean

Bauhaus in Dessau opens On Black Friday, German
Le CoibusierpublishesVers economy collapses

Scroll
Slow

une Architecture Federal Radio

"International Style'born at Commission(Later FCC)
DeutscherWerkbuhd chartered

exposition MovietoneNewsbegins

Will Burtin studies at, using sound-on-filrn

KolnerWeifcschule system

German inventor

Pfleurner devises

magnetic tape system

192S Tschichold writes TDieNeue Stalin introduces first

U-
, ;,

Typographic'

Five-Year-Plan in USSR.
Le CorbusierdesignsVilla GeigerCounter invented

Savoye 'Steamboat
Willie'

Paul Renner designs createdbyWalt Disney
'

typeface Future. Penicillin

discovered*

by
;

'

; Brodovitch works for AlexanderFleming
Atelia, design studio ofAux

Trois Quartiers

Conde Nast invitesDr.M.F,

AmeliaEarh&rt flies

AtlanticOcean

Herbert Hooverwins

"-

Help Map 1 Introduction 1 Quit

Dr. Leslie Life Career /The

Composing Room Events

Date Design / Art Events

*Thomas Benrtmo featured

in January 1936 issue of PM
LucienBemhafd featured

in March 1936 issue of PM -

first recognized feature by an
emigre designer.

May 1936 PM cover

designed by Geprg gaiter
*Gustav Jensen featured in

September 1936 issue of PM

A-D Gallerybegins

*fcJ4-_-Cassandge featured
in Januar/ 1 937 issue of PM
*E.McKniqht Katjfter

fe^^'^^^Zgr^y issue

ofPM

Illustrator LasztoMatulay

1936 'Posters shown at MoMA's

'Posters by
Cassandre'

exhibit

Vanity Fairmagazine ends
publication

Frank LloydWright designs

Kaufmann house
Tallingwater'

at BearRun

PA

HerbertMatter emigrates to

United States

Penguin Books foundedby
Allen Lane

Ben Shahn designs posters

with strong political and

social themes

Egbert Jacobson hired as

design director at Container

Corp. ofAmerica

HerbertBayerwrites "A

Contribution to Book
Typography"

1937 Franklin Institute in

Pittsburgh exhibits outdoor

advertising posters

A.M, Cassandre designs the

Ford billboard in New York

New Bauhaus begun in

i""hirnori JtijT s^rrln

World / Political Events

KingGeorge V dies

HenryLuce begins

publishing
'LIFE'

magazine

Hitler andMussolini

declare Berlin-Rome Axis

CivilWarbegins in

Spain

President Roosevelt asks

F.B.I. to invesigate

communists and fascist

activity
German dirigible
"Hindenburg"

lands in

Lakehurst,New Jersey
HooverDambuilt on

ColoradoRiver

Eastman Kodak

introduces 35mm

Kodachrome film

FranklinDelano

Roosevelt is President of

United States

TheodorSeuss Geisel

(Dr, Seuss) publishes first

children's book

P,.sr-mftri r-ir-tmWV- rA-re-

Scroll
Slow

Help Map Introduction

Central Navigation Stack

Timeline



The Composing Room, Inc.

Founded in 1927 by Sol Cantor and Dr. Robert Leslie, The

ComposingRoom set out to be the cream of the crop in typesetting
firms. Described in a,promotional piece as "a shop where type is set

intelligently for intelligent clients. Also promptly, reasonably, and
with true professional enthusiasm, An outfit which plays up the art

in every particular, and doesn't miss the fun in fundamentals
either."

Located in the heart ofNew York City, it thrived on the

growth of the advertising and printing industrybetween the wars.

The ComposingRoombecame the sponsor for a varietyof

intellectual and educational endeavors startingwith PM andA-D

magazines, graphic arts courses/the A-D Gallery, Gallery 303 and

eventually the lecture series Heritage of the Graphic Arts.

A Short History

Help

The Composing Room, Inc.
A Short History

Founded in 1927 by Sol Cantor and Dr. Robert Leslie, The

ComposingRoom set out to be the cream of the crop in typesetting

firms. Described in a promotional piece as "a shop where type is set

intelligently for intelligent clients. Also promptly, reasonably, and

with true professional enthusiasm. An outfit which plays up the art

in every particular, and doesn'tmiss the fun in fundamentals

either."

Located in the heart ofNew York City, it thrived on the

growth of the advertising and printing industrybetween thewars.

The ComposingRoombecame the sponsor for a varietyof

intellectual and educational endeavors startingwith FM andA-D

magazines, graphic arts courses, the A-D Caller/, Gallery 303 and

eventually the lecture series Heritage of the
Graphic Arts.

Help

Central Navigation Stack

Short History



As thecixsorpasses over bulleted items
% label appears. Click on the label and

gototheccrrespc-ndingcard or stack.
Click cti the ShowAll bitten tosee an
overviewof topics to choose from.

The

Composing

Room, Inc.

Gallery Activities Ccnfrfeutors Reference

PM/ A-DMagazine

Previous Card | | Show All

As thecaxsorpasses over bulleted items

a label appears. Clicko the label and

go to th e correspending card or stack.

Click on the ShowAll button tosee an

overview of topi cs to cheese from.

The

Composing

Room, Inc.

Gallery Activities Reference

ThankYou's

r

Credits

Timeline Interviews
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Gallery Invites Short Bios

/ /TifleCard Short Hisfcry Prom c*icns New York Map *-

B-bliography
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Glossary

Help

Map

Or. Leslie Bio
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Slide Show
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Quotes By

\
Dr. Leslie Video
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Dr. Leslie PM/A-DMagazhe
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New York City Locations ol "The Composing Room
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Credits

Title card:

Conpceing Ream - Vietcr Laredo
Dr. Robert L. Leslie -Alfred A. Cohrt
PM cover -Lester Beall; A-D cover -

Alex Steinweias. Times Square, NYC
1933- FPG Stock, Historical Selects

Short History cards:
MY City Skyline - Victor Laredo

Map card:
New York World's Pair, 1934 - FPC

Stock, Historical Selects

Timeline card:

NYC- ChangingNewYork 1937 -

Berenice Abbott

Bibliography card:
Passenger Train -FPGSta-k,
Historical Selects

Help card:
Uremplcyment line - FPGStcdt,
Historical Selects

Glossary card: .

News Building1938 -Berenice Abbott

Map Introduction

Glossary

PMMagazine

The publication published by Dt.
RobertLeslie to promote artists,

designers and printing education.

A-D Magazine

PMbecameA-D afterDr . Robert

Leslie sold thename to Ralph

Ingersoll. Stands for Art Cirection.

'Un<J'

Sob

Dr. Robert Leslie.

job printy

A print shop that print on a job to job

basis.

Industrial doctor

A doctor specifically hired by
industry or a mam-rfacturing company.

Dr. Leslie was the first Industrial

decter inNewYorkcity, hired by
McGrawHill Publishing Co.

Gebrauchsgraphik

Influential graphiedesign pjmal

first published inl925. Dr. Leslie

was the American liaisonand began

mblish intr PMma flazire when

Map
Introduction

Central Navigation Stack

Credits

Glossary



Help

Hej^ertjFJayer Bold/Sans serif type in a list or
in a paragraph can be clicked to
access more information.

'

'
.

tvrn

The film frames indicate a
quicktimemovie. Click and
start themovie.

?
Up and down arrows indicate
text that canbe scrolled.

Q. :
The magnifyingglass indicates
a larger version of the image is

available. Click on it to show

the image. Click on the image
to close the enlargement.

V
.-.

Map Introduction

Thank You's

I would like fo'thankmy thesis

committee, R. Ro^r R-ernington,
Barbara Polowy and Bp.ee Ian

Meatier, for their advice, patience

ard guidance. For answeringmy
persistent questi ens and sharing their

memories of Dr. Leslie, I would like
to thank Alex SteinweisSj Cere

Federico, HansJ. Barschel, Paul

Rand, Herbert Johnson, David
Pankow andMark Haworth - Bcoth .

For patiently waiting at the New

York PublicLibrary fcr copies thanks
toChristine Serino. For testing the

Ipae and fluidity of this project I

th ank Ch ristiie Sen no and Joe

Digioia. Finally fcrmakingthis
possible ard fcr listening tomy ideas
and complaintsgreat thanks go tomy

parents, Diane and Rick Maione.

Map Introduction

Central Navigation Stack

Help Card

Thank You's



Dr. Robert L. Leslie
1885-1987

Bom December 18, 1385 in New York dty's lowereast side,

Robert Lincoln Leslie entered the world ofprinting at an early
age. He was 14 when he began working for a Russian intellectual

and job printer, It was during this time that he became fluent in

Russian. In 1900 hebegan attending the CityCollege ofNew

York and working at De Vinne Press tomeet expenses. In 1904

he graduated and was awarded the ChemistryPrize Scholarship
to Johns Hopkins University. Before attending Johns Hopkins

he decided to become a school teacher and then a social worker.

In 1906 he decided to attend JohnsHopkins and accepted the

scholarship. To helpmeet his school expenses and supporthis

motherhe worked as a proofreader at the Baltimore Sun. In

1912 he received hisMD and immediatelywent into the United

States PublicHealth Service. As a doctor for the PublicHealth

Service, he travelled extensively. In 1918, hemarried another

doctor. Dr. SarahGreenberg, a gynecologist and obstetrician.

Dr. Sarah was an early advocate ofbirth control andworked

tirelessly to improve conditions amongher poor,clients. Dr. Leslie vwtti Dr.Sarah

Help Map Next Card

In 1 920 he became the first industrial doctor in New York City.

and was hired byMcGraw Hill Company. It was here atMcGraw

Hill that he firstmet Sol Cantor, who worked for the Carey

PrintingCompany. The twomen formed a partnership and

created the Enmore Linotype Company, A few years later the

business was bought out byLouis Statenstein and Leslie was

undercontract with him for fouryears. In 1927, he and Cantor

partner again and form The Composing Room, Inc. In the early

thirties, Leslie served as the American editor of
Gcbrauclis-

graphik, the German art and design periodical.When the

magazine folded he decided to create his own version
- PM

magazine. Themagazine was a collaborative effort in that the

typesettingwas done at The ComposingRoom,
paper was

donated and the presswork was done at a reduced rate.
"That

magazine became themeans bywhich I could take care of all the

emigres who were flocking here from France, Italy , Germany

and even England. My office was turned into a
complete bureau

for helping the dispossessed, not only financially
and morally

but wherever possible aiding them to locate
jobs,"

Dr. Leslie at his desk during The 19+0's.

Help Previous Card Map
Next Card

Dr. Robert L. Leslie B

biography Stack



In 1920 he became the first industrial doctor in New York City.

and was hired byMcGraw Hill Company, It was here atMcGraw

Hill that he firstmet Sol Cantor, who worked for the Carey
PrintingCompany. The twomen formed a partnership and
created the Enmore Linotype Company. A few years later the

business was bought out byLouis Statenstein and Lesliewas
under contract with him for fouryears, In 1927, he andCantor

partner again and form The ComposingRoom, Inc. In the early
thirties, Leslie served as the American editor ofGebrauchs

graphik, the German art and design periodical.When the

magazine folded he decided to create his own version - PM

magazine. Themagazine was a collaborative effort in that the

typesettingwas done at The ComposingRoom, paperwas

donated and the presswork was done at a reduced rate. "That

magazine became the means bywhich I could take care of all the

emigres who were flocking here from France, Italy , Germany
and even England, My office was turned into a completebureau

for helping the dispossessed, not only financially andmorally
but wherever possible aiding them to locate

jobs."

Dr. Leslie at his desk during the 1940's.

Help Previous Card I Map

Dr. Robert L. Leslie Video Clips

;

Help

Dr. Leslie discusses

the work of his wife

Dr. Sarah Greenberg.

Dr. Leslie tells about

the creation ofThe

Campcsi-ngRoom, Inc.

Dr. Leslie talks

about the birth of

PMmagazine

Dr Leslie discusses

the life of PM

magazine and it 's

birth and death .

Map

Click on any ot the images

to access the conesponding

movie. Clich on the srn-sll

purple film icon to access

the controller bar.

Close Movie

Dr. Robert L. Leslie

Biography Stack

Video Card



PM / A-D Data Cards 1934 - 1942
Introduction

PM magazine began publication in 1934 and ceased in 1942 when the

United States entered WorldWar II. The publication began as a

journal to provide information about printing to production

managers and other interested people in the field. Through its life it

evolved and expanded to become one of the first publications to

showcase new artistic talent as well as talent emigrating to theUS

from Europe. The first issue to feature an artist was inMarch 1936.

The entire front section was designed by Lucian Bemhard and

featured hiswork as well as biographical information. The feature

artist became a regular occurence and was one of the things that

makes this periodical so important to the historyof graphic design.

Help Map

PM/ A-D Data Cards 1934 -1942
Introduction

The publication ran for a total of 66 issues. It"began as amonthly and

in February /March 1938 it became a bi-monthly. I have examined

each issue individually and the information included on the data

cards comes from, these examinations. The entire ran is in the

collection in the CareyLibrary at Rochester Insitute ofTechnology.

Selected issues, designedby important designers, are in the Archives

Collection at Rochester Institute of Technolgy.

Within the data cards, clicking on a bold/sans serif underlined
name

will access biographical information about that particular artist.

Clicking on the bold/sans serifdatewill access images for that
issue.

Cliori on either choice

beiooj to find a specific

issue or use Ihe Ne:it Card

button to browse .

Find specific

issue by volume
and issue number.

Find specific

issue by date.

In the date field, dich on

the desiied date to go to

that data caid,

Help Previous Card Map

Data Cards Stack

Introduction



PM / A-D Data Cards 1934 - 1942

Vblime No. 4

Issua No. 6

Contents

PM/ A-D Shorts

Hans J. Barsch.el

Editorial rotes

A Bamberger Experiment

Book Reviews

PMShorts

Making
Printers'

Typefaces

Hare Alexander Mueller

Eleanor Treaey
NormanW. Forgi^

Bob Carroll

AmericanBookmanHistory
The Handbook ofAdvertising - ed. bv E.

B . Weiss, F. C. Kendall, C B . Larrabee

The Book -The Story of Printing and

Bookmakingby Dowlas C McMurtrie

A Philosophy of Esthetic by Dale
Nichols

Advertisements The ComposingRoom
Merganthaler -Linotype Co

Intertype

The Holliston Mills inc

Whitney Press
American Type Foi_nders

XT

Date

Pagination

PM

Cover Artist

Artist Featued

Designers

o

18, [inseit 16, inse.t 63, 14]

Hans J. Barschel

Hans J. Barschel

Hans J. Barschel

Merman W . F:cgue

cover -4c lithography

Data Entry EKM Date Entered 1/5,94

Help ! Previous Card Map Introduction

PM/ A-D Data Cards 1934 -1942

"fohjne No. 4

IssuaMj. 5

Date

Pagination

Walter Gropii o
Essentials for Architectural Edu_ation

The Work of Lee B rownCo1^

Editorial notes

The Lor* of Color

A Preface of Words j-.

Cov* Artist Lre.Eyiprtvn.Gpye

Artist Featued ygsJBjKWnCo^e

PM/ A-D Shorts Paul Rand

Elias Tischler

Phcitografjl-^s

Her^exLMattei:
Lee Brown Coye

Black Star Photography
Eva rig Gal loway
Mi-eeum of M:dem Art

Ad-^atiseri-ients Rdiar__e Reproduction Co The Corn/posing ur

Room

Merganthaler -Linotype Co

Wilbar Photo Engraving ;
;:'

Intertype

Flov,er El ect rotj'pes Jl

Dais Emry OatsBiMred 1/5/94

Help Previous Card Map I Introduction I Next Card

Data Cards Stack



PM / A-D Data Cards 1934 - 1942

\hlume No. 5

Issuer^, t
Date

Pagination
June/Jjjjyj939
46", [6]

Ccntents Desha
<cCaledonia

Editorial Notes

Books and Pictures

PMShorts

sy

PM/ A-D Shorts asked for a boycott of printing typesmade o
in Na_a Germanv

Eli Cantor

Robert L. Leslie
V

Bock Fteviews Le Franeais et la France -JacobGreenberg ir
Mr. and Mrs So and So - Franccase

Life InAmerica - Catalogue -

Met ropoli tanMuseixa of Art

They Fly the Air with the Greatest of
Ease by Ncrman Lorwin
New York City Guide -Federal Writers

PlY-l-+

Adveitiseinents The ComposingRoom o
Wilbar Photo Engraving
Strathmore Paper Co.

LudlowTypograph Co

Merganthaler - Linotype Co

Silvertone Process Corp r<-

Desha TahEa

Dare Entered 1/3/94

Help Previous Card I Map Introduction Next Card

PM/ A-D Data Cards 1934 -1942

Mjl jne No. 5

Issue t*. 2

Date

Pagincati en

PM

Ayojrrt_SjrjtembeM939

88, [12]

Agha's Ament-anDecade o
A Design Students Guide to the New Yok

World's Fair

Books and Pictures

Fuihs and Lamr LithoPrint Ed. it-it

PMShorts
r\

Cmn Artist w;(ft*iter.

ArtistFeatued MLJv_Agha

PM/A-D Shorts Paul Strand o
Ted Satidler

William Gsldai

Paul Rard r>.

Advertisements The CompetingRoom o
Merganthaler - Linotype Co

Ccride Nast Engravers

Ludlow Typograph Co ::i:

Peba Martin, Inc.
:;

Reliance Peprodu7_tion Co. Pr

Data EhUy

Cpe Pjnejes

ArihurWe^er

William Fink

FrancfeJBrejx^iji

!OMft-GcWen

Hjrrx&norwn

Horst

Ludwig Bemelmans
Pierre Brisgaud

Willtam Harris

J.Walter Flynn

Frank Crowninsi-ield

Sherman H. Rayeson

Tobjas Moss

TomMaloney
Walter Ceohegan

WjlhelnJY^
PjuJHRand

1/5,94
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PM

August ,' September

U3SL

Designer

Paul Rand

This insert was

compiled by the

LaboratorySchool of
Industrial Design for

PM magazine.
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A-D

Qrtober/JNowmiber
19*

Designer

Hej*ejlMatter

Illustrator
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PM /A-D Designers & Artists 1934 - 1942

The artists included in this section were all contributors in some

form oranother during the run of PM and A-D , Many of these artists

were considered
'finds'

by Dr, Leslie and went on to have

accomplished careers. Formany emigre artists, PM and A-D offered

them their first exposure to the US market. A large group of these

artists studied at the Art Students League in New York, the National

Academy ofDesign and Pratt Institute ofArt. In addition many of

these artists were active in the variousWPA Federal Art Programs of

the 1930's. At the conclusion of publication the editors published a

list of artists who contributed during the run. Through careful

examination of each issue, I discovered that the editors inadvertently
left some people off the list. They havebeen included here.

The level of contribution ranges from feature artists who designed

the cover and theirown feature section to artists who worked behind

the scenes in the layout and design ofprinting features and the other

text pages, Still others contributed illustrations that exemplified

specific printing processes, art in a group article or just new,

noteworthy and mteresting illustrations.

Help Map

PM / A-D Designers & Artists 1934 - 1942

Ida York Abelman

Dora Abrahams

Wilbur Henry Adams
S. M. Adler

M. F. Agha

Fritz Amberger

Harold Arch el

Carlos Anderson

Olga Anhal-aar-Fisch

Leroy Appleton
Egmont Arens

JohnAverill

Russell Bacon

Walter Baermann

Hans J. Barst-hel

Herbert Bayer

Lester Beall

Sol Benen_K_n

Thomas Benrirro

Lu___anB errih ard

Joseph Binder

Faber Birren

R.H Blend

George Blow

Dayton Brani'ield

Frar_-is Brennan

Louis Breslow

Pierre Brissaud

Alexey Brodovitdn.

Scroll hereto viewcontributors list.

Click on any nam e to g o to the

corresponding biography.
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DoraAbrahams

1909

Dora Abrahams studied at Pratt
Institute. Her fashion illustration
work has appeared in Vogue, Vanity
Fairr The New Yorker, Country Life ard
New Theatre.

Clidf on any date below to access more

information.

Feature /Contributor Issue

August 1936

August /September 1 939

Help Previous Card Map

Egmont Arens

1837-1966

Egmont Arens studied at the

University of NewMe;<ioo and

University of Chicago He began his
(.areer as sports editor of the

Albuquerque Tribune - Citizen, He

relocated toNewYork inl917and in

1916omided'the FlyingStag Press
which published and printed

magazines until 1927. He was art

editor of Vanity iW in 1922 - 1922 and

managing editcr of Creative Arts

magazine from 1925 -1927. From 1929

- 1925 he was head of the industrial

design divisionat Calkins and

Hoi denAdvertising He '/as a

member of the Sode+y of Designers
for Industry inNew York City. He

began his ownoompany inl935. His

design work was reproduced in the

1939New YcrkWorld's Fair and

appeared in House and Garden.

Vogue, Good Housekeeping, Charm and

Harper's Bazaar as well as others.

Clicti on any date below to access more

information.

Feature /Contributor Issue

August /September 1 938

Ap-il/May 1940

Help Previous Card Map I Next Card Index

Short Bios Stack



Hans J. Barschel

1912

Hans J. Barschel attended the

Municipal Art School of Berlin ard.

studied poster design at theState

Academy of Art . Among the many
professors he studied with, was the

designer George Salter. He Inl935

he opened his own studio and worked

onseveral commissions for the

CerrranCcsvernment Railways as

well as poster designs, book jackets
andwindow displays for several

other oomrciercial and industrial

organizations. He emigrated to the

United States in 1937. OnceintheUS

he worked for Standard Oil, Fortune
magazine as well as book jacket

designs for several publishers. He

was designed several ads for a

pharmeceutical firm before beo__ming
art director of a publicationput out

by theHealth Department ofNew

York. He moved to Rcchest er, New

York in the 1950 's and worked as a

public relati ens person as well as

doingwork for Ciba. He taught for
several years at Rochester Institute

of Technol csy .

Clich on any date below to access more

information.

Feature /Contributor Issue

Ap-il /May 1938

Help Previous Card Map Index

Herbert Bayer

1900-1985

Of all the artists to pass through the

Bauhaus, none lived the Ba.uh.au5

ideal of total integration of the arts

into life like Herbert Bayer He was

a graphic designer, typographer.,

photographer, painter, environment al

designer, sculptor and exhibition

designer He entered the Bauhaus in

1921 and was greatly influenced by
Kandinsky, Moholy -Nagy and El

Ussitzky. He left in 1923, but

returned inl925 to becomea master in

th e school Dun ng h is tenure as a

B auh ausmast er he produced many

designs that became standards cf a

B auh aus "st yl e.
"

B ayerwas

instrumental inmoving the
Bauhaus

to purely sans serif
usage in all its

work In 1928 he left the Bauhaus to

work inBerlin. He primarily worked

as a designer and art direct or for th e

Dorland Agency, an international

firm During his years at Dorland a

Bayer style v-/as established Bayer

emigrated to the United States in

1933 and set up practice in
NewYork.

His US design included work for NW

Ayers, catsuit ant art director for J.

Walter Tr-on-coson and desi an work

Clioh on any date below to access more

information.

Feature / Contributor Issue

December /January 1 939-40
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Lester Beall

1903-1969

Lester Beall educated at Lane

Technical School and the University
ofCh icagq, was a desi gner ahead of
his time Primarily self-taught in
graphic design, he exemplified a
great knowledge and understanding of

the European avant-garde. His early
work shows the influence of

constru_rtivist and Bauhau; energy
mixed with his personal sense of

control. Beall exhibited a great

talent for communicating ideas and

elevating the taste and expectations

of the corporate dient. In 1937. Beall

became the first American designer

to have a one man show at the

Museum of ModemArt, featuring his
posters for the Rural Electrification

Administration These posters, his

art direction of Scope the house

magazine for Upphn Pharmaceuticals

Co., International Paper Co. and

Connecticut Life Insurance helped to

ch ange th eway indust ry viewed

design. His work was a model of the

idea th at good design could be

effective o_jn.w.uni.cat ion and good

business

Clich on any date below to access more

information

Feature /Contributor Issue

November 1937

Help Previous Card Map Next Card Index

R. H. Blend

R. H. Blend studied with Herbert

Bayer through the American

AdvertisingGuild.

Clich on any date below to access more

information.

Feature / Contributor Issue

June /July 1941

Help Previous Card Map
I Next Card Index

Short Bios Stack



Asa Cheffetz

1896-1965

Asa Cheffetz studied at the Boston
Art Museum and the National

Academy of Design inMewYork. His

works, mostly wood etching* and

engravings, are in the permanent

collections of several museums in the
United States and in Europe. He

designed and engraved the official
bookplate for the library of Congress
inl_M4. His work was included in the

Fifty Prints of the Year in 1929 and
1934.

'

Clidi on any date below to access more

information.

Feature /Contributor Issue

September 1934

Help Previous Card Map Next Card

Lee Brown Coye

1907

Lee B rown Coye began hi s career

running a sign shop In 1934 he

revived his first painting camrcu ssi on

to do six murals forCazerovia

Central School. The murals depict

the history of Central NewYork. He

worked as an artist and art directcx

for the Hack AdvertisingAgency in

Syracuse, NewYork In 1947 he

became a professor at Colgate

University. His work has been

exhibited at theWhitney Museum of

AmericanArt, Cayuga Museum erf

History and Art, Syracuse Museum of

FineArts, Skidrrore College and

Cdgate.

Click on any date below to access more

information.

Feature /Contributor Issue

February /March 1938
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Adoiph Dehn

1895-1968

Adoiph Arthur Dehnstudied at the
Minneapolis School and The Art
Student 's League inNew York. In
1921 he went toEurope and for the
next eight years, tavelled and

worked by havirghis drawings
published in several German and

Americanmagazines, including Vanity
Fair, Jugend, The I>i_iJand Masses. In

1927he returned to the United
States. He was influenced by the
German Expressionist Grosz. His work
was primarily black and white

simplefigure studies and

satirizationsof the people he

encountered. It was not until 1927

that he found his personal style and
ached ved success he was employed

doing lithographs fortheGraphic
ArtsDivision cf theWPA Federal

ArtsProject inNew York City. His
wcxk is in the MetropolitanMuse\ni
ofArt, The NewYcrk PuHic Library,
The Whitney Museum and several

other museums His work was

included intheAIGA Fifty Prirctsof
the Year 1929, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35
and 36. Hewas on the advisory board

of the American Artists School

Clidi on any date belouj to access more

information.

Feature / Contributor Issue

December 1935

,

'

r\
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'
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Walter Gropius

1833-1969

Walter Gropius spent his first

professional years in Peter Behrens

studio. It was here that he was first

exposed to the beginnings of the

modern rrcvement . In 1910 he left to

form hisownarehitectural firm. In

1913 he became the director of both

the Grand Dual School erf Fire Art

and the Grand Dual School of Arts

and Crafts. He unified both as the

State Bauhaus inWeimar. When the

scli col moved toDessau, he designed

the entire Bauhaus budding complex
thiswas an example of

Gropius'

tc*al

work of art in the tall the fittings

from furniture and lighting to the

letteringcame from the Bauhaus

workshops. In 1927 he participated in

the Weissenhof exhibition at

Stuttgart with two buildingdesigns

Gropi'us left the Bauhaus inl92S to

dedicatemore time to his practice

From 1934 - 1937 heworked inLondon

with Max Fry and in 1937 emigrated

to the United States. Whenhe

emigrated he was appointed

professor of Architecture in the

Graduate Schod of Design at

Harvard Marcel Breuar was

Clidi on any date below to access more

information.

Feature / Contributor Issue

February / March 1938

Help Previous Card Map
I Next Card Index
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Clarence P. Homung
Clidi on any date below to access more

information.

Clarence P. Homung studied at City
College and at Columbia University
He was a designer for AmericanType

Foundry in addition to designing
several hundred trademarks, package
designs and industrial designs. He
was a member of the Society of
Designers for Industry in Mew York

Cit y. He designed book bindi ngs for
such clients as Harper's,
MetropolitanMuseum of Art, H.

Wolff, Limited Miticns dub,
Ercyclopedia Britanraca, Heritage
Press and DuPont His work

appeared laFortune, Cosmopolitan

and Life magazine.

Feature / Contributor Issue

Ap-il 1937

Ap-il/May 1940

February /March 1942

Ap-il /May 1942

Help Previous Card Map I Quit

Joe Leboit

1907

Joseph Leboit studied at the City
College of New York and at the Art

Student's Leagua with Thomas

Benton Hewas a WPA artist from

1935 to 1939 and held the staff

artistspositionat PM newspaper

from 1943 His work has teen

exhibited at the Art Insitute of

Chicago and the ACA Gallery. He

taught at the AmericanArtists

Schoolm 1940-1.

Click on any date below to access more

information.

Feature / Contributor Issue

June /July 1940

Help Previous Card Map j Next Card Index

Short Bios Stack



Louis Lbzowfck

1892-1974

Louis Losowickwas bom in Russia

and studied at the Kiev Art School

He came to MewYork in 1906 and

studied at the National Academy of
Designwith LeonKroll and Emil

Carlsen. He graduated fromOhio
State University in!913 and then
went toB.irope. While there he

studied in Paris and Berlin and was

influenced by the Construct ivists, De
Stijl and Bauhaus philosophies. He

served on the editorial board of the

New M-iss^s and was act lve as a

lecturer and writer. He wasinthe

graphics division of theNewYork

CityWPA from 1934 to 1940. He was

a member of the American

Printmakers aswell as the American

Society of Printers, Sculptors and
Gravers Hiswork was included in

the AIGA 50 Prints of the Years in

1932, 33 ard 34. Loaowick's

lithqgraphicwork featured his

interest in the repetitious form of

windows, pipes, towers, tank-sand

smokestacks of the factories,
skyscrapers and bridges of New Jersey
and New York.

Clidi on any date below to access more

information.

Feature /Contributor Issue

June /July 1940

Help Previous Card Map

Cipe Rneles

1910-1991

Cipe Pineles studied at the Pratt

Institiie inBrcoklyn. In 1933 she

began warId ng for iVIeh emed Fehmy
Agha, the art director cf Vanity Fair
and Vogue. Influenced by his
progressive principles of editorial

design, she eventually b=_ame art

director for Glamour Although she

spedfically worked for a fashion

maga_nr_e, she practiced design

journalism not decoration. It w^as her

long tenure -with Conde Nast

publications that niade her eligible

and then admitted as the first

worcian to th e NewYork Art

Dire^ors Club DurirgWorldWar II

she worked in Paris with her

husband WilliamGolden. Afterthe

war, she became art director for

Seventeenmaga-zme. In 1950 she was

named art director of Charm,

specifically targeted
towomen who

work. She thenmoved on tobecome

art director of MademovsJl--. After

Colden's death she worked as an

independent, consultant and

eventually married
Will Bwtin, She

was a consultant, designer and

teacher at Parsons School of Art for

Clidi on any date below to access more

information.

Feature /Contributor Issue

August /Septan,ber 1 939

Help \ Previous Card Map | Next Card Index
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Howard W. V/Hlard

1894

HowardW. Willard illustrated fc_r

several advertisingand publishing
dients. He designed covers for the

Westvaco
"Inspriration"

Series. In

additionhe did several tourist

illustrations for France, Italy,
Morcco, Mexico andSpain He taught

at Cooper Union Institute as a

graphic design instrudcr.

Clich on any date below to access more

Information.

Feature / Contributor Issue

February /March 1940

mm

Help Previous Card Map Next Card

Unknown contributors

The following names are artists listed

in the credits of a particular issue or

listed onthe final list of

coll aborating artists
and designers.

Biographical infermat ion about these

artists has not beenfeund. Artists

with "issue
ur_known"

were in the

final list but have not been able to be

verified in the issues themselves.

Olga Anh alaer-Fisch

Dcuglas Clamp
R.CHlis

Alois Fxdt el t

Harry H. Fairell

NormanW. Fergus

Ruth Certh

James Iritani

Frederick J. Keisler

W. Kohler

Benjami n Lewis

Reba Martin

Douglas C. MfiMurtrie

Elisabeth Mead

Kurt Menzer

Howard E.Miller

Karl Perl

LeoRackow

Alexander Stem

Feature / Contributer Issue

Ap-il /May 1939

issue unknown

issue unkr:wn

December 1 934

April /May 1941

April /May 1938

August 1936

August 1937

August /September 1 938

issue unknown

August /September 1 938

August /September 1 939

issue unknown

October 1 935

issue unknown

February /March 1939

June /July 1939

May 1 937

issue unknown

December / J anuary 1 938-39

issue unknown

Click on any !in* above to 30 to

the correspond in g datacard.
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Lester Beall
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Alex Steinweiss
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28, 1947
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TheComposing
KoomPrimer

I^^v1^^

This promotion

originally appeared in

Publisher's Weekly, The
:

keepsake was designed

in 1945 byRuth Pearse

; ^^^^^^^^M
and HansMollerand

sent to clients ofThe

p_3 i^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

ComposingRoom, Inc . ;

ij^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B

,

^^J

Promotions Stack
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National lostFw 1937
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Dr. Robert L. L&iie

S__i?_2
'

at a Heritage, of
the Graphic Arts [flc.Hra.

Photo by L-st Steiner

TheCompear:? F.oom -

GoikryZOZ Cite 1960'a

Photo by List Gta7ir
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Scripts Appendix 10



Central Stack on penstack

AddColor install

Script set the width of cd window to
"640"

set the height of cd window to
"480"

set the loc of cd window to
"0,0"

hide menubar

hide titlebar

if there is a window
"scroll"

then

close window
"scroll"

end if

show groups

pass openStack

end openstack

on openCard

Send colorMe to this card

pass openCard

end openCard

on closeCard

lock screen

pass closeCard

end closeCard

on colorMe

AddColor colorCard,stamp,10

end colorMe

on suspendstack

end suspendstack

on resumestack

hide menubar

end resumestack

on closeStack

AddColor remove

pass closeStack

end closeStack



Central Stack n opencard

colorme

Card Script movie "of help", "borderless", "121,349", "visible",
"floating"

set the badge of window "of
help"

to false

set the controllerVisible ofwindow "of
help"

to false

wait 60
*
3

show window "of
help"

send
"play"

to window "of
help"

end opencard

on closecard

if there is a window "of
help"

then

close window "of
help"

end if

end closecard

on mouseup

go next

end mouseup



Central Stack on closecard

if there is a window "start composing
room/moov"

then

Short History close window "start composing
room/moov"

end if

pass closeCard

end closecard

Card Script



PlayMovie on mouseup

movie "start composing room/moov", "borderless", "481,190", "invisible",
"floating"

Script set the badge of window "start composing
room/moov"

to false

set the controUerVisible ofwindow "start composing
room/moov"

to false

set the closeOnFinish ofwindow "start composing
room/moov"

to true

showwindow "start composing
room/moov"

send
"play"

to window "start composing
room/moov"

end mouseUp



Map Scripts

Go to a

particular stack

on mouseEnter

set the style ofme to opaque

set the showName of me to true

end mouseEnter

on mouseLeave

set the style of me to transparent

set the showName ofme to false

end mouseLeave

on mouseUp

get the short name of me

put it into myName

set cursor to watch

go stackmyName

end mouseUp

Go to a

particular card

on mouseEnter

set the style of me to opaque

set the showName of me to true

end mouseEnter

on mouseLeave

set the style ofme to transparent

set the showName ofme to false

end mouseLeave

on mouseUp

get the short name of me

put it into myName

set cursor to watch

go card myName

end mouseUp



Map Scripts

Go to the

Slide Show

on mouseEnter

set the style of me to opaque

set the showName ofme to true

end mouseEnter

on mouseLeave

set the style ofme to transparent

set the showName ofme to false

end mouseLeave

on mouseUp

open "Slide
show"

end mouseUp

Under

Development

on mouseEnter

set the style of me to opaque

set the showName of me to true

end mouseEnter

on mouseLeave

set the style of me to transparent

set the showName of me to false

end mouseLeave

on mouseUp

answer "This section is still under
development.'

end mouseUp



Map Scripts

Video Card

on mouseEnter

set the style ofme to opaque

set the showName of me to true

end mouseEnter

on mouseLeave

set the style of me to transparent

set the showName of me to false

end mouseLeave

on mouseUp

get the short name of me

put it into myName

set cursor to watch

go cd
"videos"

of stack "dr. leslie
bio"

end mouseUp



Map Scripts

Show All

Button

on mousedown

set the style of cd btn id
set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id
set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id
set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the style of cd btn id

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

set the showName of cd

end mousedown

24 to opaque

18 to opaque

8 to opaque

9 to opaque

17 to opaque

11 to opaque

7 to opaque

6 to opaque

23 to opaque

30 to opaque

12 to opaque

B to opaque

22 to opaque

14 to opaque

2 to opaque

1 to opaque

21 to opaque

29 to opaque

IS to opaque

S to opaque

20 to opaque

3 to opaque

4 to opaque

btn id 24 to true

btn id 18 to true

btn id 8 to true

btn id 9 to true

btn id 17 to true

btn id 11 to true

btn id 7 to true

btn id 6 to true

btn id 23 to true

btn id 30 to true

btn id 12 to true

btn id 13 to true

btn id 22 to true

btn id 14 to true

btn id 2 to true

btn id 1 to true

btn id 21 to true

btn id 29 to true

btn id 15 to true

btn id 5 to true

btn id 20 to true

btn id 3 to true

btn id 4 to true



on mouseup
set the style of cd btn id 24 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 18 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 8 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 9 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 17 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 11 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 7 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 6 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 23 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 30 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 12 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 13 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 22 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 14 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 2 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 1 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 21 to transparent

set the style of cd btn id 29 to transparent
set the style of cd btn id 15 to transparent

set the style of cd btn id 5 to transparent

set the style of cd btn id 20 to transparent

set the style of cd btn id 3 to transparent

set the style of cd btn id 4 to transparent

set the showName of cd btn id 24 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 18 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 8 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 9 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 17 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 11 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 7 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 6 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 23 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 30 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 12 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 13 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 22 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 14 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 2 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 1 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 21 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 29 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 15 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 5 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 20 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 3 to false

set the showName of cd btn id 4 to false

end mouseup



Gallery

Exhibits Stack

Show Artists

Button

on mouseUp

show cd fid
"artist"

end mouseUp

Script in artists

list field

onmouseup

put the value of the clickLine mto Artist

set the hilite of cd fid
"artist"

to false

hide me

go card Artist

end mouseup

Script in

description

field

on mouseup

put the clickText mto Name

go card Name of stack "short
bios"

end mouseup



Timeline Card

Card script

on opencard

set the scroll of bg fid 1 to 0

set the scroll of bg fid 2 to 0

set the scroll of bg fid 3 to 0

set the scroll of bg fid 4 to 0

pass openCard

end opencard



Timeline Card

Scroll Fast

Up

on mouseDown

put theHeldsO into fieldlist

put the textHeight of item 1 of fieldlist into baselineSize

put the number of items in fieldlist into numltems

repeat until the mouse is up

get (scroll of last item of fieldList) -

baseLineSize *10

lock screen

repeat with count = 1 to numltems

set scroll of (item count of fieldlist) to it

end repeat

unlock screen

end repeat

end mouseDown

function theHelds

return "bg field l.bg field 2,bg field 3,bg field
4"

end theHelds

Down
on mouseDown

put theFieldsO mto fieldList

put the textHeight of item 1 of fieldlist mto baselineSize

put the number of items in fieldList into numltems

repeat until the mouse is up

get (scroll of last item of fieldlist) + baselineSize *10

lock screen

repeat with count = 1 to numltems

set scroll of (item count of fieldList) to it

end repeat

unlock screen

end repeat

end mouseDown

function theHelds

return "bg field l.bg field 2,bg field 3,bg field
4"

end theFields



Timeline Card

Scroll Slow

Up

on mouseDown

put theHeldsO into fieldlist

put the textHeight of item 1 of fieldlist mto baselineSize

put the number of items in fieldList into numltems

repeat until the mouse is up

get (scroll of last item of fieldlist) - baseLineSize

lock screen

repeatwith count = 1 to numltems

set scroll of (item count of fieldList) to it

end repeat

unlock screen

end repeat

end mouseDown

function theHelds

return "bg field l,bg field 2,bg field 3,bg field
4"

end theFields

Down on mouseDown

put theFieldsO mto fieldlist

put the textHeight of item 1 of fieldlist mto baselineSize

put the number of items in fieldList into numltems

repeat until the mouse is up

get (scroll of last item of fieldList) + baselineSize

lock screen

repeatwith count
= 1 to numltems

set scroll of (item count of fieldlist) to it

end repeat

unlock screen

end repeat

end mouseDown

function theHelds

return "bg field l,bg field 2,bg field 3,bg field
4"

end theFields



Dr. Leslie

Biography

Card Script

on closecard

if there is a window "dr.sarah
moov"

then

close window "dr.sarah
moov"

end if

pass closeCard

end closecard

on color/VYe

AddColor colorCard,fromRight,30

end color/We

Show Movie

Button

on mouseUp

movie "dr.sarah moov", "borderless", "481,268", "mvisible",
"floating"

set the badge of window "dr.sarah
moov"

to false

set the controllerVisible ofwindow "dr.sarah
moov"

to false

set the closeOnFinish ofwindow "dr.sarah
moov"

to true

showwindow "dr.sarah
moov"

send
"play"

to window "dr.sarah
moov"

endmouseUp



Dr. Leslie

Video Clip

Card

Show Movie

Button

on mouseUp

movie "dr.sarah moov", "borderless", "480,305", "visible",
"floating"

set the controllervisible of window "dr.sarah
moov"

to false

set the badge of window "dr.sarah
moov"

to true

put "dr.sarah
moov"

into cd fid Movie

end mouseUp

Close Movie

Button

on mouseUp

put the value of cd fid Movie mto CloseMovie

close window CloseMovie

end mouseUp



Short

Biographies

Find Artists

Button

on mouseUp

ask "What artist are trying to
find?"

put it mto Artist

if there is no card Artist then

answer 'That artist is an unknown contributor or

is not listed in this index. Please check the index to
verify.'

exit mouseup

end if

go card Artist

end mouseUp

Script in

Artists List

Field

on mouseup

putword 2 of the clickline mto IineNumber

put line IineNumber of cd fid
"cards"

into Cardld

if the value ofCardld is empty then

go card
"Unknown"

else

go Cardld

end if

end mouseup



Short

Biographies

Feature Dates

Field Script

on mouseup

put the value of the clickline mto Issue

set the hilite of bg fid "feature
dates"

to false

answer "Do youwant to see image examples of this issue or go to

the data
card?"

with

"Data
Card"

or
"Images"

or
"Cancel"

set cursor towatch

if it is "Data
Card"

then

go card Issue of stack "Data
Cards"

else

if it is
"Images"

then

go card Issue of stack "PM
spreads"

if there is not a card Issue then

answer "There are no visual examples of this issue at this
time.'

end if

else

if it is
"Cancel"

then exit mouseup

end if

end if

end mouseup

Issue

Unknown

Feature Dates

Field Script

on mouseup

put the value of the clickline mto Issue

set the hilite of bg fid "feature
dates"

to false

if Issue = "issue then exit mouseup

if Issue =

empty then exit mouseup

else

go card Issue of stack "Data
Cards"

end if

end mouseup



Data Cards

Stack

Find Date

Script

on mouseUp
--

the commented section of this script is intended to

build a fieldwith the names of the cards for selection

once it is built it is commented and all that is needed is a show cd fid

~ the necessary script to go to the card is in the field

-- lock screen

go first card of bg
"cards"

gathermformation from each card

put emptymto theCards

--

repeat for the number of cds in this bg

if bg fid
"date"

is empty then

~

go next card

else

put bg fid "date"& return after theCards

go next card in this bg
--

end if

end repeat

go card
"mtroduction"

put theCards mto cd fid "card
name"

unlock screen

show cd fid "card
name"

end mouseUp

Issue Date

Field Script

on mouseup

put the value of the clickline mto
Name

set the hilite of cd fid "card
name"

to false

go card Name of bg
"cards"

hide me

end mouseup



Data Cards

Background

Script

on opencard

lock screen

set the hilite of bg fid "Artist
Featured"

to false

if bg fid "PM / A-D
Shorts"

is empty then

hide bg btn "PM / A-D
Shorts"

else

show bg btn "PM / A-D
Shorts"

end if

put bg fid
"No."

into it

if it
" "19"

then

hide bg fid
"No."

hide bg btn
"No."

else

show bg btn
"No."

show bg fid
"No."

end if

if bg fid
"Designers"

is empty then

hide bg btn
"Designers"

else

show bg btn
"designers"

end if

if there is a cd fid
"Designers"

then

show bg btn
"designers"

end if

if bg fid "Cover
artist"

is empty then

hide bg btn "Cover
artist"

else

show bg btn "Cover
artist"

end if

if bg fid "Book
Reviews"

is empty then

hide bg btn "Book
Reviews"

else

show bg btn "Book
Reviews"

end if



if bg fid "Artist
Featured"

is empty then

hide bg btn "Artist
Featured"

else

show bg btn "Artist
Featured"

end if

if bg fid "Art
Director"

is empty then

hide bg btn "Art
Director"

else

show bg btn "Art
Director"

end if

if bg fid
"Photographers"

is empty then

hide bg btn
"Photographers"

else

show bg btn
"Photographers"

end if

if bg fid
"Illustrators"

is empty then

hide bg btn
"Illustrators"

else

show bg btn
"Illustrators"

end if

if bg fid
"Processes"

is empty then

hide bg btn
"Processes"

else

show bg btn
"Processes"

end if

if bg fid
"Typestyles"

is empty then

hide bg btn
"Typestyles"

else

show bg btn
Typestyles"

end if



if bg fid "Insert
Processes"

is empty then

hide bg btn id 21

else

show bg btn id 21

end if

if bg fid "Insert
Typestyles"

is empty then

-- hide bg btn id 22

--

else

show bg btn id 22

end if

if bg fid "PM / A-D
Shorts"

is empty then

hide bg fid "PM / A-D
Shorts"

else

show bg fid "PM / A-D
Shorts"

end if

if bg fid
"Photographers"

is empty then

hide bg fid
"Photographers"

else

show bg fid
"Photographers"

end if

if bg fid "Book
Reviews"

is empty then

hide bg fid "Book
Reviews"

else

show bg fid "Book
Reviews"

end if

unlock screen

pass openCard

end opencard

on colorMe

AddColor
colorCard,fromRight,30

end colorMe



Data Cards

Date Field

Script

on mouseup

lock screen

put the clickText into issue

set the hilite of bg fid
"date"

to false

if there is a card Issue then

go card Issue of stack "PM
Spreads"

else

go back

answer "Images are not available for this
issue.'

end if

unlock screen

end mouseup

Cover Artist

Field Script

on mouseup

put the clickTextmto Name

go card Name of stack "Short
Bios"

if there is not a card Name then

1

go card
"unknown"

of stack "Short
Bios"

end if

end mouseup



PM Spreads

Stack Script

on openCard

Send colorMe to this card

pass openCard

end openCard

on closeCard

lock screen

pass closeCard

end closeCard

on colorMe

AddColor colorCard,stamp,30

end colorMe

on openStack

AddColor install

set the width of cardwindow to 640

set the height of cardwindow to 480

set the loc of cardwindow to 0,0

hide menubar

hide titlebar

if there is a window
"scroll"

then

hide window
"scroll"

end if

show groups

pass openStack

end openStack

on closeStack

AddColor remove

pass closeStack

end closeStack



~

'intent

set the stack up to properly place on each card

~

the corresponding pictfiles

on DisplayPictHle pictfile
, TheCenter

global gPath

if there is a window PictFile then

exit DisplayPictFile

end if

construct the filename

put gPath &
":"

& PictHle mto FileName

open the picture (not visible)

Picture HleName, "file", "rect", false,, true

--

set the location of the pict window

set the loc ofwindow PictHle to
"60,50"

set the dithering ofwindow PictFile to true

show window PictFile

end DisplayPictFile



PM Spreads on opencard

intent

Background to make sure that when you return to this card

_ . that the picture is displayed in the correct place

Script

send colorMe to this card

if bg fid
"name"

is not empty then

displayPictFile bg fid "name", "61,50
"

end if

pass openCard

end opencard

--

-intent

-- to put away the color so that it doesn't
show up on the next card

where it doesn't belong

on closecard

if there is a window bg fid
"name"

then

close window bg fid
"name"

end if

pass closeCard

end closecard

intent

-- to make sure that when you
return to this stack

that the pictures are displayed in
the correct place

on resumestack

if bg fid
"name"

is not empty then

displayPictFile bg fid "name",
"61,50"

end if

end resumestack



intent

--

to put the pictures away so that they don't float around

in front of the wrong stack

on suspendstack

if there is a window bg fid
"name"

then

close window bg fid
"name"

end if

end suspendstack



PM Spreads

Place Picture

Button Script

intent

-to choose the correct picutre, add the name of it to a hidden field

-on the card and change the name of the card to the Pict file name

on mouseUp

answer file "Select the pict
file"

of type PICT

if it is not empty then

put it mto FileName

~

set the itemdelimiter to
":"

put the last item of FileName mto PictFile

set the itemdelimiter to
","

picture PictFile, ,"rect",false,16,true,

set the loc ofwindow PictFile to
"61,57"

set the visible of window PictFile to true

answer "Is this the right
image?"

with
"Yes"

or
"No"

-- if it is
"yes"

then

~

put PictFile mto bg fid
"name"

else

close window PictFile

end if

end if

set the name of this card to PictFile

endmouseUp



Script

PM Spreads on mouseup

put the clickText mto Search

Text Field lock screen

if Search = line 2 of bg fid
"text"

then

go card Search of stack "data
Cards"

else

put the clickText mto Name

go card Name of stack "Short
Bios"

end if

unlock screen

end mouseup
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Dr. Leslie and The Composing Room, Inc.
Evaluation - Content and Interface

What year was Dr. Robert L Leslie born?

a)1881 bjfl583 C)1900 d)1887

What year did Dr. Robert L Leslie die?

a)1985 b)1981 tf-SP d)1978

Why did Dr. Leslie switch careers?

a)He decided he hated medicine. b)He wanted to be in business for himself.
^s wife thought one doctor in the familywas enough. d)He inherited a typesetting firm.

What year did PM magazine begin publication?
a)1927 b9l? c)1921 d)1930

Whaiyear did A-D magazine end publication?

aJEB2 b)1940 c)1945 d)1939

Whatwas happening in the world the year PM magazine began?
_&__>

^i__o^^*^^>Ji- U*mJ>*<2__

|i>'+U^-
,a*c^7/^lX*trK___

Whatwas happening in the world of design the year PM began?
e^SJC~-s<=xBr -s_n j

-wtsw*** *> to _..

Whatwas happening in the world the year A-D ceased publication? ^-ka-sj*
uc.c9spt/^m_

fAAi|oe= t->N*' A-ir e> 04^>Ae/>-v-rL~

Whatwas Dr. Leslie'ssrjecialty when he was a doctor?
a)Cancer <}QiaLeflP cfTuberculosis d)Typhus

How did he put himself through medical school?

a)waiter b)typesetter cijirugfrea-dej. d)cab driver

Name six major activities that Dr. Leslie was involved with during his life.
TS-if* W V-..

A, C^.|^*.<i
X>in*.<-

A-OGv.<-^, Ut.nrf-oCi lckv*- *<-"* tiv*nf.ute<~r<*> *+)

Listten designers featured in PM magazine. -Tt**"> 'E^,-"Ae , __,c,., i_e^.i\-i
_ojw ~3<-*--

List ten designers who designed covers for PM and A-D magazine. <=*}?- 5\*t^ |V\.^w-Re^_.

List at least two designers/artists that Dr. Leslie "discovered". /4lf S-U-~.w * <=-

Listten designers showcased in the A-D Gallery. ^rs^** So<~ ,
tWVr-Wo

u>A~- 1>u~
<>,

List five designers thatwere featured in PM or A-D and were involved in an exhibit atA-D Gallery.

List five factors contributing to the influence of The Composing Room, Inc. to the history of

graphic design. -(- p^-^i-
,-~ "PtA w*yt."-<v Ai) <EjtUA*M

,
i4v-.-U^_. *j? 6*y>Uc A*l



This projectwas easy to use. easy hard

The map card provided enough enough /_
information to access all parts l

of the project

jvot enough

The headlines were legible. very

Text type was easy to read.

F*ccrr ir4

Data -.__> BWXJfcfi.

Use of Quicktime movies

added interest to the

information.

More movies should be

integrated into the project

r to4 o
+

Large background images

provided a strong sense

of context to the project

The Help card was helpful.

More help is needed through

out the project

legible |_. not legible

easy to read I hard to read

interesting -/V-$=-
not interesting

more

strong

tvA

less

I-
r

helpful \. useless

more I ,ess

Read each statement and plot your rating along the line. The closer your rating
is to the word, the

stronger your opinion is in relation to the
word.



Dr. Leslie and The Composing Room, Inc.
Evaluation - Content and Interface

What year was Dr. Robert L Leslie born?

a)1881 /b)Ji385 c)1900 d)1887

What year did Dr. Retort L Leslie die?

a)1985 b)1981 (QpSl d)1978

Why did Dr. Leslie switch careers?

a)He decided he hated medicine. b)He wanted to be in busiMssifor himself.

c)His wife thought one doctor in the familywas enough. f d)bfe inherited a typesetting firm.

What year did PM magazine begin publication?

a)1927( Ij)1934 c)1921 d)1930

MA/natyear did A-D magazine end publication?

[
aj/942 b)1940 c)1945 d)1939

Whatwas happening in the world the year PM magazine began? ^Jik ^ti(0^> TuP-&& 0* eojwt. fc^

Whatwas happening in the world of design the year PM began? napv^^-m &^j=><^^acjs oStii

(>--> QSp. p_^lo -

Whatwas happening in the world the year A-D ceased publication? ~

Whatwas Dr. Leslie's specialtywhen he was a doctor?

a)Cancer b)Cholera c)Tuberculosis d)Typhus

How did he put himselfmrough mtraicaJ school?

alwaiter b)typesetter I clptoofreader d)cab driver

Name six major activities that Dr. Leslie was involved with during his life. >/7 /, j, ^h,*^*

List ten designers featured in PM magazine.

is life. w7

stten designers featured in HM magazine, becfp yxlsk^^
"*
' 'r" '

. / ^y^S^j-

List ten designers^who designed covers for PM and A-D magazine.
m?<r*rr

/ '* /L ""/

List at least two designers/artists that Dr. Leslie "discovered .

i\List ten designers showcased in the A-D Gallery. ^ fa*.
Y fa
fi^/,]j^(s^ fW^frf

List five designees thatwefe featrjred in PM or A-D and wefe involved in an exhibit at A-D Gallery. M

(h i
List five factors contributing to the influence of The Composing Room, Inc. to toe history 0* . /^
graphic design.

^ ZjJi^ j frtfy, , f^J
Mj '^

^



This projectwas easy to use. easy hard

The map card provided enough enough

information to access ail parts

of the project

enough

The headlines were legible. very legible /
___

not legible

Text type was easy to read. easytoread j
__ .

hardtoread

Use of Quicktime movies

added interest to the

information.

interesting J not interesting

More movies should be

integrated into the project

more Jess

Large background images

provided a strong sense

of context to the project

strong _weak

The Help card was helpful. helpful

More help is needed
through- more

out the project

.useless

less

Read each statement and plot your rating along the line. The closer your rating is to the word, the

stronger your opinion is in relation to the word.



Dr. Leslie and The Composing Room, Inc.

Evaluation - Content and Interface

WhatyeVwas Dr. Robert L Leslie born?

a)1881 /b)lj385 c)1900 d)1887

What year did Dr. Robert L Leslie die?

a)1985 b)1981 )|987 d)1978

Why did Dr. Leslie switch careers?

a)He decided he hated medicine. b)He wanted to be in business, for himself.

c)His wife thought one doctor in the familywas enough. ( d)ble inherited a typesetting firm.

Whatyear did PM magazine begin publication?

a)1927(^hJ1934 c)1921 d)1930

y-Wnat year did A-D magazine end publication?

( ajM942 b)1940 c)1945 d)1939

Whatwas happening inthe world theyearPM magazine began? ^U T>f0?> T*^& 0* co**- ?aP

Lo fus_;\c=>

Whatwas happening in the world of design the year PM began? w>vc-f-& et^-^^tuc^, oSt_c>

(k__> (jsr-. p_?UJ -

Whatwas happening in the world the year A-D ceased publication? _

Whatwas Dr. Leslie's specialtywhen he was a doctor?

a)Cancer b)Cholera c)Tuberculosis d)Typhus

How did he put himself through medical school?

a)waiter b)typesetter I c)pjoofreader d)cab driver

Name six major activities that Dr. Leslie was involved with during his life. ,// A^Ju^A^^

Li*tti^rS,e>,d,,,PM,,a,in, ^f^
";J%"

'"* fa
frn-Ag-

List ten designers.who designed covers for PM and A-D magazine.
PP^t-

, .

/^^/
'

List at least two designers/artists that Dr. Leslie
"discovered .

List ten designers showcased in the A-D
Gajlery. ^ /pjh.

., fa
^/A^U^ feyJty

m ' '

Listfivede'Sg^

List five factors contributing to the
influence of The Composing Room Inc totoe

histwyoj , ^^^ 2^
graphic design. ^ ^01*? j ^dfyj , f*]

&*

'} ^
^



This projectwas easy to use. easy \_
.hard

The map card provided enough enough J notenough

information to access all parts I

of the project

The headlines were legible.

Text type was easy to read.

Use of Quicktime movies

added interest to the

information.

More movies should be

integrated into the project

Large background images

provided a strong sense

of context to the project

very legible! not legible

easy to read J hard to read

interesting I not interesting

more

strong

The Help card was helpful. helpful

More help is needed
through- more

out the project

4 less

_weak

useless

T
Jess

Read each statement and plot your rating along the line. The closer your rating is to the word, the

strongeryour opinion is in relation to the word.



Dr. Leslie and The Composing Room, Inc.

Evaluation - Content and Interface

Whatyeanws^D-isRobertL. Leslie born?

a)1881 l_JJ885^t)1900 d)1887

What year did Dr. Robertl. Leslie die?

a)1985 b)1981 fl98pd)1978

Why did Dr. Leslie switch careers?

a)He decided he hated medicine. b)He wanted to be in business-for himself.

c)His wife thought one doctor in the familywas enough. (jjjpe inherited a typesetting firm.

What year.xtidPM magazine begin publication?

a)1927 Itfl93> c)1921 d)1930

Whatyear did A-D magazine end publication?

$)J942>)bM940 c)1945 d)1939

Whatwas happening in the world the year PM magazine began?. 3W"1
c^^.^^ f n

Whatwas happening in the world of design the year PM began? "F^r-st i/Woe^wv o^n

usee* i'^ CC"^ A**+

Whatwas happening in the world the yearA-D ceased publication?

Whatwas Dr. Leslie's specialty when he was a doctor?

a)Cancer b)Cholera c)Tuberculosis d)Typhus

How did he put himself through medic_9kschool?

a)waiter b)typesetter ^bofreader d)cab driver

Name six major activities
that Dr. Leslie was involved with during his life.

List ten designers featured in PM magazine.
.

^
i f . \J

W^fe
f^^ lit***,

^md^.h^l ^-o

_^

List ten designers who designed covers for P,M and A-D magazine
ells Al

/^w ,
sUeM^ $^i s***^ r^

List at least two cfeslgners/artists that Dr. Leslie
cfiscovered .

/
^"

Listfive'designers thatwere featured in PM or A-D and were involved in an exhibit atA-D Gallery.

List five factors contributing to the influence of The-Composing Room, Inc. to the history of

graphic design. \M^I -fk,
4<rmJic> -h<*^5



This projectwas easy to use. easy / hard

The map card provided enough enough / notenough

information to access all parts

of the project

The headlineswere legible. very legible / notlegible

Text type was easy to read. easy to read j_ hard to read

Use of Quicktime movies interesting / not interesting

added interest to the

information.

More movies should be more /
.

'ess

integrated into the project

Large background images strong 7___ weak

provided a strong sense

of context to the project

The Help card was helpful.
helpful / useless

More help is needed
through- more _______

ess

out the project

Read each statement and plotyour rating along
the line. The closeryour rating is to the word, the

stronger your opinion is in relation to the
word.



Dr. Leslie and The Composing Room, Inc.

Evaluation - Content and Interface

WhatyearwasJk Robert L Leslie born?

a)1881 (b)1885'j))1900 d)1887

Whatyear did Dr-Rebarji L Leslie die?

a)1985 b)1 981(^0)19870 d)1 978

Why did Dr. Leslie switch careers?

a)He decided he hated medicine. b)He wanted to be in business for himself.
__^

c)His wife thought one doctor in the familywas enough. ( d)He inherited a typesetb^flrm.

whatyoarriiripM magazine begin publication?

a)1927Q)1934^>)1921 d)1930

^ArVrratY&acdid A-D magazine end publication?

a)1942jji)l940 c)1945 d)1939

>c1^ Whatwas happening in the world theyearPM magazine began? a- /,,-, , ^ ,*_ii5kN \) i^ >,
-btcLrv faig.r^>

por^
< Go/wv.^a,^ paJ^i/

MtlfT*^ ^ N VU,Q

Whatwas happening in the world of design theyearPM began?
,

,

Whatwas happening in the world the year A-D ceased publication?

Whatwas Dr. Leslie's specialtywhen he was a doctor?

alCancer b)Cholera c)Tuberculosis d)Typhus

How did he put himself through medie

aWvaiter b)typesetter /^c)proofreade?*s. d)cab driver

Name sixmajor activities that Dr. Lesliewas involved with during his life.

List ten designers who designed cftvers for PM andA-D magazine.

List at least two designers/artists that Dr. Leslie
"discovered".

Urttande^nereshafcas.^
' HcC^/'^^Wr-

Listfive dft^at4ere^tuVed in PM or A-D and were involved in an exhibit at A-D Gallery.

Listfive factors contributing to the influence of The Composing Room, Inc. to the history of

o



This projectwas easy to use. easy ^ f_ard

The map card provided enough enough ^_
_notenough

information to access all parts

of the project

The headlineswere legible. very legible \^_ notlegible

Texttype was easy to read. easytoread ^j hardtoread

Use of Quicktime movies interesting ^_ not interesting
added interest to the

^~

information.

More movies should be more yf less

integrated into the project
'

Large background images strong 4^
weak

provided a strong sense
'

of context to the project

The Help card was helpful. helpful d_ useless

More help is needed
through- more yjLJess

out the project

Read each statement and plotyour rating along the line. The closer your rating is to the word, the

stronger your opinion is in relation to the word.



This project was easy to use. easy hard

The map card provided enough enough.

information to access all parts

of the project

enough

The headlines were legible. very legible _ <G^. notlegible

easytoread C_-?

\ i
'<**

'^r

Text type was easy to read.

^ J^nU-

Use of Quicktime movies

added interest to the

information.

More movies should be

integrated into the project

Large background images

provided a strong sense

of context to the project

The Help card was helpful. helpful

More help is needed
through- more

out the project

interesting _i

not interesting

Jess

_weak

.QJcS.CiJL-Jc^SS-iJ-

useless

^7

less

Read each statement and plot your rating along the line. The closer your rating is to the word, the

stronger your opinion is in relation to the
word.
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Equipment List Hardware

Macintosh Quadra 700

240 Quantum Internal Hard drive

20 mb RAM

UMAXX 840 flatbed color scanner

ClubMac 1280MD optical drive

MDS 44 Syquest drive

Tl Microlaser PS35 Laser Printer

SuperMac Digital Video Card

Software

HyperCard 2.2

Adobe Photoshop 2.5

Adobe Premiere 2.0

Macromedia Director 3.1.1

Filemaker Pro 2.0

Screenplay

Quark Xpress 3.2



TeChnical
Appendix 13

Specs



Technical

Specifications

The Contributions to The History ofGraphic Design by Dr. Robert

L Leslie and The Composing Room, Inc. requires 150mb of disk

space, a rmnimum of 8mb ofRAM and a
14"

colormonitor.

Software requirements include HyperCard 2.2 and QuickTime

Movie extension. HyperCard 2.1 may be used but support of the

colormay be questionable in some instances. For greater speed

in QuicktLme movies and in bringing color in use of aMacintosh

FX orQuadra series is recommended.



Thesis Show
Appendix 14



Within American design history, there are many people, designers, typographers and

printers,whowere instrumental in the progression of graphic design as a field. These

peoplewere often important to the careerdevelopmentofmany nowwell-known

designers and their contributions are often under appreciated. The graphic artisan and

educator. Dr. Robert Leslie (1885 - 1987), is one such person.

This project is compiled from original research about Dr. Leslie's contributions and his

role as mentor to many pioneering designers. I have studied the activities ofthe

Composing Room, Inc.which included exhibits introducing new, unknown and young

designers and the publication of PM and ADmagazines,which featured many emigre

and young American designers. The scope of research focuses on the years primarily

between 1927 and 1942. This is the first time that this information has been brought

together in one unified project.

In addition to his importance in the history of graphic design. Dr. Leslie had close ties

to Rochester Institute ofTechnology. He received the GoudyAward in 1973 andwas a

regular attendee of that awards program. He presented a carved slate to the School of

Printing in 1975 and recorded four hours of interview in 1981 with Professor Herbert

Johnson, a longtime friend.

The application of this project is an interactive media format. The intended primary

audience consists ofdesign historians, design students and design professionals.

Other audience may consist of printers and
typographers.While Dr. Leslie is known in

printing circles and by those involved in printing history, he and hiswork are rarely

mentioned in design history references. It is my hope that after experiencing
this pro

ject, users and viewers will appreciate and
understand the scope of Dr. Leslie's involve

ment and importance in the history of graphic design.
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